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ABSTRACT

Pulse-frequency modulated (PFM) control systems are sys-

tems in which the control effort Ís a sequence of standard

pulses. Variations in the control effort are accomplished

by changes in the polarity of , and the time between, succes-

sive pulses.

The objective of the present study is to find the optimum

control function for PFM systems with nonlinear plants.

First, the modified maximum principle (MMP) is proved to

be applicable to nonlinear open-Ioop systems. A method for

oblaining the optimum control function for such systems is

then developed and illustrated by an example.

Using the MMP, an optimal feedback controller and a modu-

Iator are designed for systems with quadratic performance

indices and fixed final time, and hence the optimal control

sequence is obtained.

The problem of finding an optimal controller for PFM sys-

tems containing a modulator of the second kind wibh fixed

final time is also studied, and the optimal control is
found. For this case, the two-point boundary-val-ue problem

resulting from the split boundary conditions could not be

solved using conventional nethods. A successful method of

solution for the inibial values of the eostates is present-



ed. This method combines analytical and numerical techni-

ques and is demonstrated for a system containi'ng a first or-

der Iinear plant and an integral pulse-frequency modulator.

A seeond method, based on computer simulation, is also in-

vestigated and ibs limitatÍons discussed.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

There has been, in recent years, an increasing interest

in the use of pulse-frequency modulated systems. Engineers

are attracted bytheir effectiveness and simplicity in engi-

neering realizaLion, mathematicians by the novelty and pe-

cul-iarity of the problem, and physÍologists by the possible

analogies with certain processes taking place in the neuron-

al nebs.

There are three basic types of modulation schemes used in

nonlinear pulsed controllers. If the width of the pulses,

initiated aL equal intervals, is varied with the signal,

pulse-width modulation (P\^IM) is obtained. 0n the other

hand, if the distance of the pulses varies from their refer-

ence positions in the equally spaced pulse train, ohe gets

t,he pulse-position modulation ( PPM) . In the third case,

pulse-frequency modulation (PFM) is obtained by representing

the modulating signal by a series of identical pulses of

variable spacing, and possibly, different polarities.

This dissertation is concerned with the optimization of

pulse-frequency modulated control systems . The modi fied

maximum principle is extended bo include sysLems with nonli-

near plants. The optimal controller and the modulator for
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systems containing nonlinear plants with a quadratic per-

formance index are found. Also studied is the problem of

finding the optimal feedback controller for systems contain-

ing a modulator of the second kind. A method of solution

for the resulting two-point boundary val-ue problem (TPBVP)

is developed and demonstrated for a system containing a

first order Iinear plant and an integral pulse-frequency

modul ator .

In this chapter, pulse-frequency modulation and the ex-

isting types of pulse-frequency modulators are presented.

AIso discussed are the configurations of the control systems

containing a pulse-frequency modulator and possible uses of

PFM control systems.

The previous work involving PFM is presented in Chapter 2

along with a detailed description of the modified maximum

principle (MMP) as applied to Iinear separable plants. In

Chapter 3, the admissible controls are defined and the prob-

lem considered in this dissertation is formul-ated.

1 .1 PULSE-FREQUENCY MODULATION

PFM is a form of pulse-time modulation where the modulat-

ing signal, which in the case of control systems often is

the error signal, is represented by a series of identically

shaped pulses. The information is contained in the time be-

tween the inibiation of these pulses and possibly their po-

laribies. In most practical cases, the shape of the pulses
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is of minor significance. Although rectangular pulses of
predetermined magnitude and width are used in this sLudy, it
would require minor modification to consider other pulse

shapes. The frequency is limited to some maximum value

since iü is not desired to consider the case where the puls-

es overlap. UsuaIIy, a pulse generator only produces one

pulse at a time; a reset time ca1led the dead time is also

rèquired before the generation of the next pulse. However,

in the case of two consecutive pulses of different polarity,

the overlapping of pulses may be considered. This would be

the case when different pulse generators are used for the

di fferent polarities.

In the three modulation schemes mentioned earlier, the

pulse representaLion of the signal is a nonlinear process.

0f the three schemes, PFM is probably the most difficult
since the sampling frequency is completely signal dependent

and the modul-ating process is nonlinear. Thls precludes the

application of existing sampled-data theory, and introduces

complexity to the analysis.

1.2 TYPES OF MODULATORS

There are basically two types of PFM schernes commonly

known as PFM of the first and second kind. Systems using

puJ-se-frequency moduLators of the first kind (type-I) are

systerns in which the sampling interval Tk, fhat is the in-

terval between the kth and the (k+1 )th pulses, depends on



bhe value of
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the modulating function n(b) at fhe kth time

instant L.o-, i.e. Tk= f(n(tk) ). A block diagram which rep-

resents this operation is shown in Figure 1.1. The puJ-se

elemenl in Figure '1 . 1 is the one discussed by Clark [4 ] .

The output pulses will occur starting at each sampling in-
stant. The values of r. between the fime instants tk are im-

material for this type of modulator. The instantaneous vaI-

ue n(tn) immediately determines the pulse interval Tn which

will follow the time instant tn. The polarity of the pulse

at tn is usually the same as the sign of n(trr). A number of

possible functions f(n) are proposed in t4l.
Systems using pulse-frequency modulators of the second

kind (type-II) are systems in which the modulated parameter

z(L) is a function of the modulating function n(t). Mod'uIa-

tors of this type emit a pulse whenever z(E) reaches a pre-

set threshold s, which may vary with time, then a reseb op-

eration is performed on z(E). Systems of this kind have

been widely investigated.

Since the optimizaLion of systems containing type-II mod-

ulators is one of the topics addressed in this dissertation,

a more detailed description of type-II modulators is pre-

sented next.

A modul-ator of the second kind is a sigma pulse-frequency

modulator, which is a generalization of the well known

integral pulse-frequency modulation (IPFM) scheme. Figure

1.2 presents the block diagram of such modulator. The
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modulating signal n(t) is fed

( possibly nonlinear or time

emission of a pulse when its

s. The equations describing

7

Eo e first order lowpass filter

varying) that decides on the

output reaches a certain IeveI

the XPFM are

) * e(z)

u(t) =

= n(t) - s sgn(z) 6(lzl-s)

V,l sgn(z) ô(lzl-s)

(I.I)

(r.z;

SYSTEMS

closed loop configu-

pulse-frequency modu-

where z(L) is the modulated parameter and u(t) is the train

of pulses (delta f unctions ) of strength l,ri emitted whenever

izi = s. The second term on the righb-hand side of Equation

( 1 . 1 ) represents the resetting of z(L) to the zero value

t381. If e(z) is linear in z, Equation (1.1) represents the

relaxation pulse-frequency modulator. If, on the other

hand, E(z) is set üo zero, the IPFM scheme is obtained.

1 .3 PULSE-FREQUENCY MODULATED CONTROL

In this secti.on, an open Ioop and a

ration of control systems containing a

Iator are presented.

For the open-Ioop system, Figure 1.3r the control law is

known and does not depend on subsequent changes of the

states of the controlled pIant. The open-J-oop structure may

result from an optimal control approach and may be feasible

for systems fhat, for aII pracLical purposes, can be
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Figure 1.3
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considered deterministic. The

Ioop control are that external

lhe controlled plant cannot be

cases, it isnecessary to have a

monitor the output of the plant

from time to time.

9

disadvantages of the open-

disturbances or changes in

recognized. Hence, in some

secondary control sysbem to

and readjust the control Iaw

For the closed-Ioop system, Figure i.4, the conlrol sys-

tem consists of a comparator, a pulse-frequency modulator, a

controlled pIant, and a feedback element. The error signal

n(t) is modulated to give a pulse sequence u(t). This error

depends on subsequent changes in the slate vector I of the

controlled pIant. That is, Lhe closed-Ioop system wiIl

sense a disturbance and act accordingly.
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1.4 SOME APPLICATIONS OF PULSE-FREQUENCY MODULATION

PuIse-frequency modulation has had many applicaLions as a

means of coding information. More recenLIy, Lhis form of

modulalion has been used to generate pulse sequences for

control purposes.

PFM possesses the special features of high noise immunity

115, 16, 24, 501 and uniform pulse size. Because of this
immunity PFM can be used in control systems where certain
parts are contaminated by strong noise. The uniform pulse

size appears to have distinct advantage when precise fuel

mebering is desired.

Because of its convenience in impl-ementation PFM is used

in adaptive control 12, 331 and in atbitude control of

spaeecraft t101. PFM is also used for conservation of con-

trol energy. In remote control systems, pulses may be gen-

erated by the system itself and only the triggering is re-

mote. This is advantageous when the appfication of pulses

requires more energy than what can be transmitted economi-

caIIy from the controlling source. Another application is

in systems where the fuel consumption of the controlling
gear is cribical-. This type of conlrolling systern, for ex-

ample in spacecrafts with Iimited supplies, uses much less

fuel than a continuous system. KoIk t23l indicated that

using PFM signals to drive actuators in a feedback cont,rol

system has the advantage of conserving control energy over

PWM. Rochelle t4il concluded that for applications of maxi-
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mum range with the requirement for low weight and Iow power

drain, PFM performs most satisfactorily. PFM has been suc-

cessfully employed as the encoding technique in a number of

small U.S. earth satellites.

PFM has aLso been applied to the control of thyristors

[3, 40] and in optical communication systems including re-
cently fibre optics communication systems 16, 491.

Another moüivation for fhe study of such systems Iies in

their potential promise in providing a model for a number of

functions of the nervous systems. It was noticed thab the

neural signal in a single nerve fiber is a train of pulses

of approximately constant magnitude and uniform shape but

its instanLaneous frequency varies with the strengh of the

stimulation. PFM is thus believed to exist in the neural

communication networks of physiological control systems [18,

36, 461. A number of models for neurons and neural nets

have been proposed [1, 36, 45].

PFM has been used to develop a model for the automatic

control of bhe natural pacemaker frequency 117, 321. It
was also used in the realization of a hardware digital de-

vice for the assessment of heart-rate variabiJ-ity which re-

sulted in a great increase in speed for processing electro-
cardiogram signals recorded on tape 15, 421.



Chapber II

BACKGROUND

The design of PFM control- systems has not been based on

optimizing a given performance index except for the work of

few researchers. In lhis chapter these works will be dis-

cussed along with a brief resume of a previous research in

the field. In addition, the modified maximum principle
(MMP) of 0nyshko and Noges t35l wiII be discussed in length

in Section 2.2 of this chapter since in the present disser-

tation an extension to their work is presented.

2.1 PREVIOUS !'JORK

Since the appearance of the first work on PFM t43l in

1949, many theoreticaL and practical aspects of bhis scherne

of modulation have been investigated. Ross t43l was mainly

concerned with the reconstruction of sinusoidal signals from

a PFM approximation for communication applications.

The next few articles on PFM originated from studies of

physiological systems. Jones, Li, Meyer and Pinter t i Bl

studied these systems and found the exisLence of pulse

trains along nerve fibers that possess both Iogarithmic

and direct relationships between frequency and stimulus in-

tensiLy. Integral pulse-frequency modul-ation (IPFM), in

i3
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which a pulse is emitted whenever the integral of the input

reaches a preset thresholdr wâs proposed as a Iikely mecha-

nism and was studied in detail by Li 129), Li and Jones

[30] , and Meyer [3 1 ]. Meyer examined the application of
IPFM to control systems in general and emphasized that the

ïPFM modulator is not intended to directly simuLate the

physiological type of PFM but is defined , from an engineer-

ing standpoint, as a modul-ator that Iends itself to mathe-

matical analysis. In addition to IPFM, Meyer [31] has de-

fined the relaxation pulse-frequency modulator (RPFM) which

represents a first order relaxation oscillator. Pavlidis

and Jury [38] considered a generalization of IPFM and re-

ferred to it as Sigma PFM (xPFM) which has some advantages

over other schemes, such as IPFM. The most significant ad-

vantages are improved stability and simpler physical imple-

mentation of the modulator. IPFM application to space vehi-

eIe abti bude control has been di scussed by Farenkoff,

Sabroff and Wheeler t101.

Several investigators studied the stability of single

modulator pulse-frequency systems (PFS), for example [4, 7,

10, 11,18, 19,20,27,29,31, 38, 47,481, but few resuÌts

have been presented for multi-modulator systems 112, 13, 14,

261. The importance of the Iatter kind of systems arises

from bhe presence of interconnections of pulse-frequency

modulators in the nervous system. The methods of solution

used in most of bhese studies were Lyapunovrs second met,hod
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[4, 10, 20, 27] and the frequency response criteria (Popov's

method) i7 , 11, 191. Another approach, namely. the direct

application of basic functional- properties of the system

equations, has been discussed in i131. Besides the

stability of pulse-frequency systems, Pavlidis and Jury t3Bl

studied the dynamic response analysis of PFM. The existence

of sustained oscillations was also studied by deveLoping a

quasÍ-describing function for the modulation.

Limited work has been done in the area of optimum PFM

control systems. Pavlidis t39l presented a solution of the

minimum time and bhe minimum fuel problems for PFM systems

The derivation of bhe optimal control was done by heuristic

arguments. The problem of finding the optimum control func-

tion for PFM systems !'Ias considered by Onyshko and Noges

[35] using two different techniques: the modified maximum

principle (MMP), and the dynamic programming. The MMP is
based on Pontryagints maximum principle and is applicable to

open Ioop systems with linear plant,s and fixed operatÍng

time. The performance index is assumed to be a linear com-

bination of the final values of the state variables but not

necessarily of the control funcbion. The dynamic program-

ming is applicable to linear and nonlinear open- and

closed-Ioop systems. However, to make this technique appli-

cabIe, a restriction had to be placed on the control func-

tion. This restriction, which is required to make the per-

formance index Markovian, a1lows the pulses to be inibiated



only aE predelermined instants of time.

method to obtain the optimal conLrol in PFM

sented by Elgazzar in tBl.
this thesis work.

This method is

16

A computational

systems was pre-

used in parts of

Upper and lower bounds on the optimal values of the per-

formance index were established by Vander Stoep and AIexan-

dro i511. A gradient method for the optimizaLion of PFM

systems hras discussed in t2Bl and t341. Using this method,

which is applicable to linear and nonlinear systems, Lermon-

tov t2Bl obtained the same numerical results as those ob-

tained by the MMP. NardizzL and E}-Hakeem t34l presented

an algorithm for the case where bhe number of pulses is

known apriori. They used the discrete PFM (DPFM) technique

described Ín t51l to obtain this information.

0ptimizaLLon of DPFM systems was investigated by KuhIer

and Yeh 125). DPFM control sequences were obtained under

total variation constraint to ease computation. By choosing

to remove bhe freedom of shlfting the control pulses on fhe

tirne axis, f he computabion was simplified.

Since PFM shares certain similaribies with PWM, some lit-

erature in this field is of considerable interest. The

problem of determining optimal PflrIM control sequences for

both Iinear and specific nonlinear plants was considered by

Kirk l22l and by Yeh and Kuhler 1521. An extended maximum

principle [53, 54, 55J was applied to obtain the conditions

of optimatity for systems whose control signals are re-



stricted to partially speci fied

piecewise continuous and admit
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functions, provided they are

smalI variations.

2.2 MOD]FIED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE

The modified maximum principle was developed by

and Noges t35l to overcome the difficulty resul-ting

t,he nature of the control f unction in PFM. The

function is rrnot controllablerr for a period of ûime

ing the initiation of each pulse. The optimization

considered is as follows:

0nyshko

from

control

fo I Iow-

problem

Consider the system described by the sbate equations,

f (¡,u, t) = 4¡ * g (rr) (2.1)

where

and

x is an n-state vector

A is an nxn matrix

0-(u) is an n-vecfor valued function of u

u(t) is a scalar control.

Given the initial condition x(0), the final time tf and the

the Pontryagin function S, which is assumed to be a linear
combination of the final values of the state variables, i.e

.i x1(t¡) r (2.2)

it is then required to find the admissible control sequence

such that, S is maximized (minimized).

a

ns= I
i=1
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0ptimizing S does not exclude the problem of optimizing

the system wibh respect to an integral provided that the in-

tegrand is linear with respect to the state variables, but

not necessarily with respect to the control function. This

optimization can be carried out by augmenting the system

with a new state variable xn+l representing the integrand,

and by choosing the constants ciin Equation (2.2) as

"1 
I .... = cn:0

The function S becomes

and 1-n+l - r'

S = *rr*1 (tf) = J. (2.3)

Onyshko and Noges t35l have shown that a pulse sequence is

optimal for the above problem if the MMP is satisfied. The

MMP is stated in the following theorem.

Theo r em

For the control function u(t) to be optimum, that is,

it to maximíze (minimize) the Pontryagin function S, it

necessary and sufficient that the scalar function

(u) pi(r) 0r(u) dt (2.4)

IOr

is

tc
tLn,ñt\tt
iL

0' i=1

be minimized

The costate

(maximized)

flunctions pi (

by the optimum control function

C) are defined by



, pi(tf) = -c.

1g

(2 .5)

The MMP as developed here is useful in opLimizíng open-Ioop

linear systems.

The MMP has reduced the original optimizaLLon problem

to the problem of exlremizing the function I*(u) with re-

spect to admissible control sequences. Extremi zLng that

function, which is determined by inspection or trial and er-

ror, is not easy for nontrivial problems.

In order to find the optimum control sequence, Elgazzar

tBl developed an iterative method to solve Equation (2.4) .

A detailed description ofthis method and a listÍng of bhe

flowcharts and the FORTRAN programs may be found in [8].

ðf.
I

âx.
I

n-ñp.[r) = - L P;' j=t J



In this chapter,

system for this study

in this dissertation

Chapter III

PROBLEM DEFINITION

the admissible controls and the control

are defined, and the problem lreated

is formulated.

3.1

3.1.1

CONTROL PROBLEM

Admissible controls

Since the control function u(t) is restricted to be a se-

ries of standard purses having a minimum dead lime between

any two consecutive ones, the variation ô u of the control
functÍon must be of a special form.

This variation shifts pulses by infinifesimal times along

the Lime axis, but does not vary their size or shape. These

pulses are assumed to be continuous except possibly aE the

end points. Consider an arbitrary admissible control func-

bion u(t,À), whereÀ is an arbitrary smaII number, such that

u(t, l, ) -u(t) = ôu.

(3.1)

and

20

(3 .2)
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ofThe control u(!,r¡
u(t) if

ôku = +M sgn(6tk)

is said to be in the n e ighbou rhood

(3.3)

is the initial time, andwhere K is a positj-ve constant, tC

Lf is the final time.

For the case where the control

of a series of rectangular pulses,

kth pulse is of the following form

-M sgn(ôtk)

t^rt
.J t"(r,À )-u(t) ldt .Klr 

I

r0

function u(t)

the variation

is made up

6k, in the

where M

time of

tion in

0

is the pulse

ini tiation of

bhe kth pulse

magnitude,

bhe kth

, and Ak"

t fhe

puIse,

fin i te

on (t¡,t¡+ôt¡l if
(t¡+6tk,tkl if

on ( t¡+t , tk+t +ô t¡ J

( t¡+1 +6 t¡ ¡ t¡+t l
otherwi se.

6 t¡)0

ôt¡(0

if ôt¡)0

if ôt¡(0

pulse width, t the

ôf r. = À A ,- the varia-
K

constant.

3.1.2 Control system

Assume bhat the dynamics of

optimally are represented by a

ential equations

the system Lo be controlled

set of n first-order differ-

i. - r.l1 (I,u,t¡, xr(to) = xio (3.4)



for t^ <t<t- and
U¿

vector, u is th

assumed to be c

the Pontryagin

le

in

i-1I - l,

e admissib

ont inuous

function

n^î5=Lcj
I

1=1

control

u. It
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n, where x is the state

and the functions fi are

is desirable to extremize

with respect

function S is

ance index,

by augmenting

fhat

wher e

to the control
general enough

x, (t ¡)

function u(b).

to include an

(3.s)

This Pontryagin

integral perform-

T_

t-fx
.J F (x,u, t) dt

to

the system with a new state variable, such

n+l = F(I,u,t), xn+1(tg) = o. (3.6)

Thus the appropriate Pontryagin function S is given by

n+1
S = I c. x.t't-l

:u. 1 1' t'.L-,1
t5.7)

c.
1

=0 for i - 1, n, _1cn*l - t'
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3.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Iittle work has been done in

the optimization of PFM systems and in the implementation of

feedback controllers. The objective of the present work is

to investigate the problem of finding the optimal control of

PFM systerns . This includ es :

1. bhe extension of ùhe modified maximum principle (MMP)

!o nonlinear systems and the development of an off-

line method to obtain the optimal control,

2. the determination of opbimal PFM control sequences

for a quadratic performance index and the implementa-

tion of the on-Iine controller and the modulator, and

3. the determination of the optimal control sequences

for a system containing a pulse frequency modulator

of the second kind.

In Chapter ll, the applicability of the MMP to nonlinear

systems is proved and a method for obtaining the optimal

control is developed. The optimal controller for PFM sys-

tems with a quadratic performance index is found in Chapter

5. The optimal controller for systems containing a modula-

tor of the second kind is presented in Chapter 6. In Chap-

ter 7, methods for the solution of the resulting TPBVP are

developed and an illustrative example presenfed.



Chapter IV

MODIFIED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR NONLINEAR PFM CONTROL SYSTEMS

The modi f ied maximum principle f or optimaJ-l-y controlling

PFM systems, as proposed by Onyshko and Noges t351, is ap-

plicable to open-Ioop systems with linear plants and fixed

operating bime. In this chapter the MMP is proved to be ap-

plicable to systems wibh nonlinear plants. The admissible

controls as described in bhe previous chapter are included

in the proof of the extended MMP which is based on Rozo-

noerf s work t441. A procedure for finding the opCirnal con-

brol is developed and demonstrated by an illustrative exam-

ple. Some of the computer programs used in this part of bhe

study were developed and Iisted in tBl

ditional programs used here are given

Listings of fhe ad-

Appendi x B.in

4. 1 MMP FOR NONLINEAR PFM CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the present section , the MMP is extended to include

nonlinear open-Ioop PFM systems with respect Lo the admissi-

bIe controls defined in Chapter 3.

An expression for the total variation 6S in the Pontryag-

in function S due to a variation ôu in the control function

u(t) can be found in t44l as

24
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65=

0

where H is defined as

H=

and

lel-<R¡
to

where A is a constant.

r(u) = f

,tf
.| Cn(I,p,u+6u,t) -H(ð,p¡u,t))dt-e,

n
F.) o. t.ÀÀr II1=r

(4. 1)

(4"2)

(4 .3)

t-¡t
J 

-lo"c't 
IaùZ,

Defining I(u) as

tf
H(I,prurt)dr,

ôS can be

t
0

written as follows

ôS = - (I(u+6u) - I(u)) - e

Consider the following theorem

Theorem

For the control function u(t) to maximize the Pontryagin

function S, it is necessary that I(u) be minimized by u(t).

One way bo prove this theorem is to show that Ir I is neg-

tigible wibh respect to the first term on the right-hand

side of Equation (4.1) which wilI be denoted by ß. By vir-
tue of the conLinuity of H in u, and assuming that all t,he

derivatives of H with respect to u exist, Taylorfs formul-a

can be applied to the integrand of ß , yielding
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t1

l' ("1ôu + arôu2 * .... + arrôun+ ....)dt,
0

where a- = + t(n)(x,p,u,t) , 6u is an admissible varia-n nl
/n ìtion and H\rrl is the nth derivative of the Hamiltonian.

Generally, ôu consists of infinitesimal shifts in a num-

ber of pulses and Equation (4.4) sums the effecbs of these

shifts. To show that lei is negligible, it wiIl be shown

that this is true for infinitesimal shifts in a single

pulse; thus, it is true for shifts in any number of pulses.

Consider the variation ôu due to an infinitesimal shift
6 t in a pulse of general shape. This o u is different from

zero for a duration of time A = r + l'Otl where r is the

pulse width. Accordingly, Equation (4.4) can be written in

the form

I
Ig = f (r.,ôu+..... +a-ôtrn+....)dt.
)--Ln

(4 .4)

A

The integral in Equation

parts successively over the

4.1). The intervals P and

equal tot-i6tl. For the

the integrand is bounded,

ô t. In the middle region,

to l%"* 6tl, and t'he rower

(4.s)

(4.5) can be expressed in three

intervals P, Q, and R ( Figure

R are equal to lôt i and a i s

first and Iast intervals, since

t,he integral i s of the order of

0he upper bound on ¡0 u I is equaJ-

bound to ll'rir. ôtl, wher" Dr*



u(È)

6u(t)

(a) Typical pulse, (b)

ôu for negative ôt.

¿l

(a)

Figure 4.7 the variation
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and D _. are the maximum and minimum magn'itudes of the
ml_n

slopes of the pulse, respecbively. Since, the upper and

lower bounds are proportional to ôb and ¡oui is bounded by

these two values, then the integral over this region is also

of the order of ô t. Therefore,

ß - 0(6r). (¿1 .6)

Recalling, from Section 3.1, thaL

t^
IL

I l"(t,À ) -u(t)ldt < K lrl
)

to

and substituting into Equation (4.2)

fo I Iows

t^ I
tt- I can be written as

where K)ç

(4.7),

pr oaches

is a

it can

zero.

Equa t ions

n egli gi bIe

(4.7)

(4.6) and

as ðt ap-

Irl.r (ot) 2

constant. Comparing

be argued that ie i is

Thus

For the case

of S, due to

must satisfy

ôS = -(I(u+6u)-I(u)).

where S is to be maximized, the

a variation 6u from the optimum

(4.8)

total variation

control u* (t),

ôs < 0



From Equation

for the above

(4.8), it is seen that

to be true is that

2g

the necessary condition

I(u+ôu)-I(u) >/ 0

Thus, for a Pontryagin function S to be maximized, I(u)

should be minimized and vice-versa. This completes the

proof of the theorem.

If the state equations of the plant are given in a more

specific form, ôS can be simplified. A form of such func-

tions, which describes significant cLasses of nonlinear sys-

tems, is

ei (¡) +01(u) *m, (I) zt (u). (lr al

Consider the next Iemma:

Lemma

The control u(t) which minimizes the function

-)1..
I

G (u)

0

also minimizes the function I(u), defined in

Proof: By substituting Equation (4.3) into

and Ietting

ftt
)

(t) (ni (Il Z, (u) + ô, (u) ) dt (4.10)

Equation (4.¡).

Equation ( 4 .8)

n
trT P;

1=l

,tf
f

)

n
i

i=1
L.

1

to

(u) + 0, (u) ) dt
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equal to G(u), the following equation is obtained

ôS = -(G(u+6u) - G(u)). (4.1r)

Comparing Equations (4.8) and ( 4. 1 1 ) it is seen that the

variations in I(u) and G(u) , due to ôu, are identical.

Therefore, fhe control u(t) whÍch minimizes G(u) also mini-

mizes I(u). This completes the proof of Lhe lemma.

A special case of Equation (4.9) is obtained when the

term mr(x)lr(u) does not exist. In this case, G(u) is of

the simple form

L.rt
G(u) = I

)
to

4.2 SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Given the "V"t"* described by

(t) ôi (u) dt . (4.12)

their boundary condi fions can be

ðf.
J

ðx.
1

nÍI P;
Il=1

1

the costate equations

found using

D. =

J

(x ru, t) , (to) = *io, torct-<tf ,f.
1

x.
1

and

n
I p'
=f )

Thus a set of first-order differential equations is obtained

for the state and costate equations which, unfortunat€fV,

ha s splif boundary conditions. Since t,hgse equations rep-
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resent a nonlinear two-point boundary-value problem, numeri-

cal techniques have to be used to solve them. Another dif-
ficurty is bhat these equations depend on the optimar con-

trol ux (t) which is not known initially.
To circumvent these difficurties the forrowing off-line

method to obtain the optimal control is deveroped. First,
the function r (u) for the system under consideration is
formed . Then, the contror uo ( t ) trrat satis fies the con-

straints

uO(t) = tM, t0<t<tf (1r .r3)

and optimizes I(u) is found. M is the mean value of the

pulse magnitude and the form of u6(t) is that of a bang-bang

process. I¡rle use uo (t) as an initial guess of ux (b) for the

PFM system. An iterative numericar technique is then used

to sorve the state and costate equations and thus obtain
lll

x\J / (t) and p\J / (t), where j is a running index indicating
,n" iteration number. These functions, *(i)trl and p(i)ttl

are used lo obtain the control u(i) (t), which is a series of
pulses that optimizes I(u). The time of initiation of the

pulses as well as their number N are obtained using the meth-

od suggested by bhe author in a previous study [8,9]. The

terminalion criterion used requires the differences in the

time of application of corresponding pulses in two consecu-

tive control functions bo be within a prescribed Iimit.

The procedure is again summarized in the foIJ-owing steps:
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1. form I(u) for fhe given system;

2. find uO (t) that optimizes G(u) and set the iteration
index j to equal one;

/.i \ /i \3. find correspondÍng x\Ji (t) and ptJ/(t);
4. find u(i ) (t) that optimizes I (u) ;

5. check if the termination criterion is satisfied. If
it is, bhe optimal control ux ( t) is obtained; if not,

increase j by one and return to step 3.

An example illustrating this mebhod of solution is given

below. The melhod of variation of extremals [21] i^ras used

to solve the nonlinear two-point boundary-vaIue problem.

The problem was simurated using the s/360 continuous system

Modeling Program (S/360 CSMP). The example is the one used

in a previous study t9l but a nonlinearity is added. This

helps to compare the results of the two cases.

Example

Given the second order system

tial equafion

described by the differen-

o.<t(tf , (l'14)

it is required to maximize

tf
cluldt ('r.r-5)
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where o is a weighting constant. That is, it is required to

minimize G(u).

Letting xl= x, x2= i and *3= J, the stale equations are

\xl=*2

xZ= -x.-xl -ax12*u (4.16)

^*L2+u-c, lul

where x1 (0) = x2(0) = xt(0) = 0. Comparing Equations (4.16)

and (4.9)' then 0l-= 0' Q2 = u and ô3= u clul The con-

stants in t,he Pontryagin f unction are cl_ = cZ= 0 and c3 = 1 .

The auxiliary variables pi must satisfy

p1 = (r+2 axr)pz* (L+2 
"*1)ps

PZ = -Pl*PZ*P3'

;- - 0^5

( rr . i7 )

where pf(tf) = p2(t¡) - 0, and p3(t¡) = -1. Then G(u) be-

comes (see Equation (4.12))

0

Thus, u¡ (b) that optimizes G(u) is

L.rÍ.
G(u) = [ CGrrt) -l)u+crlul)dt.

)
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u0(r) =

ifl-M
i[0

sgn(pZ(t) -1)

if

the computer

r ect angu I ar

lvr<t)-11 >o

lvrrt)-11< o

(4.18)

This uO (t)
guess for

numeri caI

is used in

ux(b). Using

values,

program as the initial
pulses and the foJ-lowing

t¡ = 10 s final time

M = 0.1 V pulse magnibude

pulse width

de ad t, ime

= 0) and a = 0.1No cost on pulses

No cosL on pulses

A cost is applied

r = 0.2

d = 0.3

(that is c

and a = 2.

S

S

three cases are considered, which are

Case 1.

Case 2.

Case 3. on pulses (cr = 0.2) and a = 2

TabIes 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 include, for the three cases, the

polarÍty and time of initiation of each pulse constibuting

the control u(t). These tables contain the results of each

iteration in the process of finding the optimal control

ux(t) which is given in the fÍnal iteration. The state

variables, the function P(t) = n(t)-1 and the optimal con-

trol ux(t) for the three cases considered are illustraLed in

Figures 4 .2, 4 .3 , and 4.4.

In case 1, the parameter'a' was given a small- value to

make the system close to the linear case presented in a pre-

vious study t9l. It is observed that the control that max-
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imizes the performance index is t,he same except for the

first three pulses where the differences in the time of ap-

plication are 0.02 s.

As noticed in the figures, xr(t) is much smoother than

xr(t)i this is due to the fact that xr(E) is affected more

directly by the pulses in ux(t). The variable xr(t) is fhe

integral of xr(t) ; this provides for more low-pass filter-

ing. Also, since the initial conditions are zero, the

states shown in Figure 4.4(a), ãre zeros as long as there is

no input,.
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TABLE

Time of Pulse Initiation ( s
Parentheses

Ir r

) and Pulse PolariLies
Case 1.

in

Pulse

Nr.ober

Iteratioo Nr.rmber

1

L

2

0.02 (-)
0.52 (-)

1.02 (-)

1. 79 (+)

2.29(+)

2,79(+)

3.29 (+)

3.79 (+)

4.29(+)

4.7e (+)

5 .43 (-)

s. e3 (-)

6.43 (-)

6. 93 (-)

7.43 (-)

7.93(-)

8.43 (-)

9.30 (+)

9 .80 (+)

o. 02 (-)
o. s2 (-)

1.02 (-)

1.80(+)

2.30(+)

2"80(+)

3.30(+)

3.80 (+)

4.30 (+)

4.80 (+)

s.43 (-)

s. e3 (-)

6.43 (-)

6. e3 (-)

7.43(-)

7. e3 (-)

8. 43 (-)

9 .30 (+)

e.80 (+)

0. 02 (-)
0. s2 (-)

1. 02 (-)

L.80(+)

2.30(+)

2.80 (+)

3.30(+)

3.80(+)

4.30 (+)

4.80 (+)

5 .43 (-)

s. e3 (-)

6.43 (-)

6. e3 (-)

7.43(-)

7. e3 (-)

8.43 (-)

9.30 (+)

9 .80 (+)

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

LI

18

19
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TABLE 4.2

Time of Pulse Initiation (s) and Pulse Polarities in
Parenthese s Case 2.

Iterat:'-on Nr.mber
Pulse

Nr.ober 42

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

14

15

L6

L7

18

19

20

o. oo (-)
0.50 (-)
1.08 (+)

1.58 (+)

2. 08 (+)

2.58 (+)

3.08(+)

3. s8 (+)

4.30(-)
4. 80 (-)
5. 30 (-)
s. 80 (-)
6.30(-)
6. 80 (-)
7 .30 (-)
7.80(-)
8.30 (-)
8. 80 (+)

9. 30 (+)

9.80(+)

0.00(-)
o. so(-)
1. 0o (-)
1.80(+)

2.30(+)

2.80(+)

3. 30 (+)

3.80 (+)

4.30 (+)

4.80 (-)
s.30(-)
s. 80 (-)
6.30 (-)
6.80 (-)
7 .30 (-)
7. 80 (-)
8. 30 (-)
8.80 (+)

9.30(+)

9. 80 (+)

0.05 (-)
0. 55 (-)
1. 0s (-)
1. ss (+)

2.0s (+)

2. ss (+)

3.0s (+)

3.5s (+)

4.0s (+)

4. ss (+)

s.0s (+)

s.80 (-)
6.30(-)
6.80 (-)
7.30 (-)
7.80 (-)
8.30 (-)
8. 80 (+)

9.30(+)

9. 80 (+)

0.00(-)
o. so (-)
1. oo (-)
1.80 (+)

2.30 (+)

2.80 (+)

3.30(+)

3.80 (+)

4.30 (+)

4.80 (+)

s .30 (-)
s .80 (-)
6.30 (-)
6.80 (-)
7 .30 (-)
7 .80 (-)
8.30(-)
8.80 (+)

9.30 (+)

9.80 (+)

o. oo (-)
o. so (-)
1. oo (-)
1"80(+)

2.30(+)

2. 80 (+)

3.30 (+)

3 .80 (+)

4.30 (+)

4.80 (+)

s.30 (-)
s.80 (-)
6.30 (-)
6. 80 (-)
7 .30 (-)
7 .80 (-)
8.30 (-)
8.80 (+)

9.30(+)

e.80 (+)
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TABLE 4.3

Time of Inibiation (s) and Pulse Polarities in Parentheses
Case 3.

'IËeratlon Nr:mber
Pulse

Nr.ober 5431

1

2

3

4

5

6

6.26(-) 6.sL(-) 6,83(-) 6.8s(-) 6.8s(-)

6"76(-) 7.01(-) 7.33(-) 7.3s(-) 7.3s(-)

7 .26(-) 7. s1(-) 7.83 (-) 7 .8s (-) 7 .8s (-)

7.76(-) 8.0L(-) 9.30(+) 9.30(+) 9.30(+)

9 .30 (+) 9 . 30 (+) e. 80 (+) 9. 80 (+) 9. 80 (+)

9.80 (+) s.8o (+)
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.06
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0:4

0-2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0. 6

-0. I

xl(r) I
t

J

x2 (r)

I
l

Time

l0

V^"r'n'

(a)

(b)

Case 1, a = Q.1 and a = 0.0.

(a) State variables, (b) optimal

control u(t) and function P(t).

Figure 4.2
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I
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Case Z, a

(a) State

u(t) and

Figure 4.3
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(b)

Figure 4.4



Chapter V

FEEDBACK CONTROLLER FOR SYSTEMS I¡'JITH QUADRATIC PERFORMANCE
I NDEX

In this chapter, the problem of finding the optimum PFM

control sequence for minimizing a quadratic performance in-
dex is studied. Consider the nth order plant

I(t) = f[I,u,t), I(o) = Io.

The control function u(t) is represented as

u(t) = If I sgn(y) (ur(t-tk) -us(t-tk-r)),
k

(5.1)

to be synthesized,

he kth puIse,

controller as shown

nthesize the pulse

modulator such that

dt (5 .2)

wher e

y is bhe input to the modulator

t_ is the time of initiation of tK

r is the pulse width, and

u^ is a sbep function.
S

The function y is also the output of the

in Figure 5.1.

The optimal control problem is to sy

train u(!) which is the output of the

the performance index

,tf
J = f ((x-r)tQ,x-r)*hu2)

)-
r0

-42



CONTROLLER

Figure 5.1 General block diagram for a PFL{ feedback controller

MODULATOR
CONTROLLED
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is minimized. The final state vector x(tf ) is free, the

vector r(t) is the reference state vector, Q(t) is a posi-

tive semidefinibe matrix, and h is a positive constant.

The modified maximum principle for nonlinear PFM control
systems, derived'earlier in Chapte? 4, can be applied to ob-

tain the conditions of optimality. To minimize J, the op-

maximi zes the function
I(u) = I H(x,p,u,t) dt should be found from the set of ad-

missible 
"on'rlor".

by

The Hamil-tonian of bhe system is given

timal control u(t) tha b

H=pT

and the adjoint n-vector

equa t ion

AH

-=-aI

(I,u,t) - (¡-f)rQ (l-f) - huZ (s.3)f

p(t) satisfies the differential

p(t) = [,+]' p * (Q*Qr)(l-r), p(.r)= o (s.4)

(s.s)

in a more

found more

classes of

where p-,, (f) = -1 corresponding to the performance index is'n+I
already included in Equations (5.3) and (5.4). To maximize

I(u) the following condition should be satisfied

I(u+6u) - I(u)

If !he nonlinear

specifie form, the

explicibly. A form

nonlinear systems is

function f(I,u,t) is given

control- function u(t) may be

which describes significant
given by Equation (4.9) as
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si (¡) * 0t (u) * m, (¡) zt (u)

Not,e that the system defined in the above equation is aug-

mented by an extra state to specify the performance index.

Now 1t is required to find u(t) that maximizes G(u) defined

in Equation (4.10) as

x. =
1

,t f n+1
c(u) = J ilr pi (t) (n. (I) z . (u) + ô, (u) ) dt

to

Since 0n+l
)(u) = hu- , G(u) can be written as follows

c (u)
L.rtnf cIJ i=lr0

For example if ! (u) - u,

constant vector, Equation

form as follows

pi(t) (rnr(x) Z- (rr¡ +4. (u)) -hu2) ¿t (s.6)

G(u) =

t-
ILtt
I (p'u (m(x)
):

to

The state and costate equations are

and p (u) = Þu, where I is an n-

(5.6 ) can be expressed in a matrix

-nu2; at (s.71+B)

T=

Ð=
L

g(x) * Ðu +

_ [re C¡l +lâxL-

!(X) u
-T

âm lxl ì

"Ëo j

(s.8)

(s.e)p + (Q * Qr) (¡-r)
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The optimal control u(t) is then found to be

u= F
)
ì

lo

ssn (pTct(I) + Þ) ) [u, (t - tk) - rr(t - tn - t)
ir lprCu(¡)*Ð)l'N'lh
if lpt(U(¡) +Þ)l< I{h

(s.10)

The block diagram of such a system is portrayed in Figure

5.2. The p(0) are adjusted such that the end conditions are

satisfied. !,ihen lf (m(x)+B)i is greater than Mh, the pulse

generator initiates a t,""rn of pulses having a minimum dead

time between each two consecutive pulses. !'lhen lf,tg(¡)+!)i
is less than or equal to Mh the generation of pulses stops.

However, if a pulse was on at lhis time it can not be turned

off.

Since it is impossible to get the exact positions ti of

the pulses on-Iine, the control obtained represents a subop-

timal control onIy. If a pulse is on at the final time tf,

the final time should be allowed to change to (tr+t-e),

where ( l. -e ) is the time of initiation of the Iast puIse.
I

If the final time is not allowed to change, the difference

between k and (t1+r) should always be moniLored and no

pulse would be generated if that difference is less than

(d+t ).
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it is desired to minimize

rtfJ = I ((x-1)7*huzld.r,
0
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In the following, for comparison purposes, a simple first

order system is solved using both bhe on-line method de-

scribed in this section and the off-line method described in

Section 4.2.

Given the first order nonlinear system described by the

differential equation

i*"*-*2 = u, x(o) = L, ost<t, ,

where h is a positive constant. This is equivalent bo max-

imizing G(u), where

Letting xl_= x, and xZ= J, bhe state equations are

ii = -"*1*xrz*u, xr(0) - 1

??*Z = (x1 -1)"+hu", xr(g) = 0.

The constants in the Pontryagin function are cl= 0 and

cZ= 1. The auxiliary variable pi must sabisfy

Pl - aP1-2x1P1+Zxr-2

;^ = o

t1
lL)G(u) = I Cplu-hu';dt.
)
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where pt (tf ) = 0 and p2 (l¡) = -1. G(u) then becomes

G(u) =

0

and the optimal control is

I'l sgn(p1) lus (t - tk)

u (t) =

3 s, final time

0.2 V, pulse magnitude

L1
lL
f 

- (p.,u*p,h'.r2; d.
JIL

u ft-t.S- K

ir lnrl

if lnll

r)l
> lufh

< Nfh

Figure 5.3 shows the block diagram of this sysLem.

following numerical values are assumed

The

r =0
d=0

1--
'f
M

.2 s, pulse width

.3 s, dead time

and h = a = J. The results for both bhe on-line and the

off-line cases are shown in Figure 5.4. The slate variable

x. , the costate function p. and the optimal control ux(!) areL' I '

illustrated in this figure.

The initial costate value for the on-line and the off-

line cases were found to be 0.496247 and 0.49705 respective-

IV, and the final values for bhe function G(u) were

-? -25.85603x10J and 5.95411x10', respectively. Table 5.1 in-

cludes, for both cases, the polarity and time of initiafion
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of the pulses constituting the control u*(t). Comparing the

resulting controls for the two cases, it is noticed that for

the off-Iine case there is no change in the number of pulses

N. However the initiation time of the pulses is shifted to

the right by 0.087 s resulting in a 1.667" improvement in the

value of G(u). The problem was simulated using the

Continuous System Modeling Program, CSMP III. The method of

variation of extremals [21] was used to solve the nonlinear

two-point boundary-vaIue problem. A listing of !he computer

program used in this part of the study can be found in

Appendi x B.
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Table 5 " 1

Time of Pulse Initiation (s) and Pulse

Polarities in Parentheses for the

On-line and Off-line Cases

Pulse
Number

On-1ine
Case

Off-1ine
Case

0.338 (+)

0. 838 (+ )

1. 338 (+)

1.838 (+ )

0.42s (+)

0.92s (+)

L.42s (+ )

r.92s (+ )



Chapter VI

OPTIMAL CONTROLLER FOR PFM SYSTEMS CONTAINING TYPE-II
MODULATORS

The theory developed in Chapter 4 is now applied to a

control system containing a pulse-frequency modulator of the

second type. The problem is formulated, the assumptions are

specified, and the optimal controÌIer is then obtained.

6.1

6.1.1

SYSTEM STATES

Control Problem

The system considered in this

modulator and a plant which can

problem is defined as follows:

For the system

lrtl = !(r,u,t)
2çt1 * e(z) = n(t) - s sgn(z) o(lzl - s)

wher e

u(t) = wssn(z) 0(lzl -s)

and I is a n-vector, given the performance

itial states, and the admissible controls,

determine the optimal controller, that is

chapter contains a type-II

be linear or nonlinear. The

(6.1)

(6 .2)

(6.3)

index J, the in-

it is required 0o

the optimal- con-

-54
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trol- function u(t) which optimizes the performance index J,

where the final time tf is fixed.

Note that u(t) as defined in Equation (6.3) is made up of
impulses. This Ís the commonly used representation of the

output of the modul-ator. Later in this chapter, Equation

(6.3) is redefined as a function of rectangular pulses.

By examining Equations (6 .2) and ( 6.3 ) , it is realized

that the control u(b) and the input to fhe modulator n(t)
are tolarry dependent on each other. An impurse in u(t) can

not be generated except when izi is equal to the threshold s

and, al the same time, all the constraints imposed on the

control u(t) shoul-d be satisfÍed. Hence, it is concluded

that solving for an optimum n (t) is equivalent to finding
the optimar contror function u(t). The performance index to
be optimized is then of bhe form

t^
lLJ(n) = I ¡'(x-r r o, t) dt.

^l(J

(6.4 ¡

The block diagram of the

shown in Figure 6.1, where r(

control ler .

system under consideration is
t) is an m-vecLor input to bhe



CONTROLLER

Figure 6.1 Block diagram of the control- system consldered in Chapter 6

\J]
o\
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6.1 .2 Alternative Form for u(t)
As mentioned earlier, the control u

Equation (6.3) is made up of a series of

throughout this study it is assumed bhat

rectangular pulses.

this as follows:

Equation (6.3) is

u(t) =

(t) as

impulses.

u(t) is
modi fied

defined in

. However,

a train of

to reflect

NMI
i=1

sgn (z(ti>) l"r(t - ti) - us(t - ti - r)l , (6.s)

where M is

N is
'r- ].s

ti is

u, (' )

the pulse magnitude

the number of pulses

the pulse width,

(M = \l /r)

in the interval (0,tf),

the bime of initiation of Lhe ith pulse, and

represents a step function.

6.1.3 Resetting of the PuIse-Frequency Modulator

Pavtidis and Jury i3Bl expressed the resetting of the

modulator to fhe zero value as the second term on the

right-hand-side of Equation (6.2). This term is independent

of the optimizaLion problem and its presence is confusing

when applying the MMP. An equivalent way to express the

modulatorrs equation is

z+g(z) = rì (6.6)

with the conditions



z(ü = z(t.*l = o lr(t -ì | = c i = l-\"./ "t"i ) w , i t\"i ) | - r 2 L - L¡

where s is a preset threshold. Equations (6

wiIl replace Equation (6.2) in the remaining

study.

tz

where reaching I
reaching "Z means

il-lustrabing this

block diagram of

Figure 6 .3.

means initiating a

initiating a negative

operation is shown in

such pulse-frequency

5B

.., N, (ó.7)

.6) and (6.7)

part of this

(6.8)

N,

positive pulse and

pu1se. An example

Figure 6.2 with the

modulator given in

A practical method for resetting type-II modulators is

developed next. The conditions represented by Equation

(6.7 ) can be fulfilIed by computing new thresholds after the

initiation of each pulse. A counter, initialized to zero,

is used and is incremented (or decremented) whenever a posi-

tive (or negative) pulse is initiated. UsuaIly, the abso-

Iute value of z Ls compared to s, but equivalently z can be

compared to the threshold tl = *s or s2 = -s. !üith the ex-

istence of a counter of a value ki, two neb¡ thresholds 
"l_

and s' can always be computed after the initiation of each

pulse accordlng to the relations

s. = k. s11

= k. s
1

+s

-S i = 1,
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6.1.4 State Equations

In order to apply the modified maximum principle, the

state equations of the system are augmented to include the

performance index as the (n+2)th state variable, and the

state variable z is renamed Co xn+1. Thus the state equa-

tions representing the system are

I = f (I,u,t), x(0) = x^--u

irr* 
1

(6.e)
l*r,*1 (ti)l=s

irr*z = F(T,t,t) xn*z(o) = o

where

To apply the MMP, specific forms of the functions f, F,

and g are assumed. ThaU is

1. a linear plant of the form

x = Ix. x x l1I ¿ n',

ÀLn+r

v=T^ú.11+ ¿

I = 4I* Þu, I(0) = Xnr- -u ( 6. 10 )



o¿

2. a quadratic

J(n) = t

where q i s

n+1

rf
tf

pe

I
)

0

d

ormance index

real symmetric positive semi-definite

matrix and c is a positive constanb, and

3. an integral pulse-frequency modulator, that is

B(xn+l) is equal to zero.

Hence, the state equations of the assumed system are

+ Bu ,

((¡-llT Q (I-r) * .nz¡ ð'r, ( 6 .]t )

I(o) = 16

xn*1(o) = *rr*t Itr*) = o

(6 . r2)

= 4rI
x

l*r,*t(tr-)l = s,

i.,*z = å(I-I)TQ(l-f) + t,.r2.

i = 1, ,N

These assumptions do not mean Uhat other forms are not

possible. The presence of a modulator in the system in-

creases its complexity and it is preferred here to deal wibh

this complexity wifhout any added nonlinearities.

solution method is established, the Iimitations on

the functions f, F, and g will be discussed.

Once a

any of
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6.2 APPLICATION OF THE MODIFIED MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE

The application of the MMP to the system described in the

previous section is now presented. It is required to find

the optimal control n(t) which minimizes the performance in-

dex J(n) in Equation (6.11). This is equivalent to finding

n (t) that maximizes I, where

and H is the Hamiltonian defined as

(6.13)

The costate functions Rr(t) of lhe system are defined as

(6.14)

where"i=0fori=1rn+1

and c ^ = 1.n+¿

The costate equations, obtained by substibuting Equation

(6.12) into Equation (6.14), are

t.rT
I- f Hdt

)

rL+2
H= i p. fr.

t- -L1= l-

n+2 a f.
nr{t) = - I, Ð. =l - D. (t¡) = -.i,'r- jlr'l o*i
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pCtl = -Q(¡-f) -ôrp, nr(tt) - o , i=1, n

(6.1s)

nrr*2(t) = o, Prr*2(t¡) - -1

and hence, Prr*2 (t) = -1 .

The function I is

0

and the control n(t) fhat maximizes I is found to be

n* = Pn*1/c' (b.rb)

Equations (6.12), (6.15), and (6.16) form the state and cos-

tate equations of the optimal control system.

Next, the derivative âu/âxn+l_ in Equation (6 .15 ) is eval-

uated. Recalling that

and differentiating fhe ith term of u(t) with respect to

x - eivesn+l

Lf
ILI = J 

-Cer+r*pTE.r*pn*1 r - å(x-r)r Q(¡-r)-t,c nz)dt

N
u(t) - M .1, sgn[xnç1(ti)) (us(t-ti) - rr(t-ti-r)),

I_I
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^tdutç1,
âuDut ãT-ilTJ' 1',

^¿dL-_1
âItd :- =dxn* 

1

It follows t,hat

^ 
l'L a \

âu o¡u-uiJ oti
tG:lJ -a-., ¡*"*=ðuat.

1

dL.
1

i :-o^n+1

= ôft-t.l' 1'

^r.1L]-IIÌ ^-axn*1

- ô (t -t. -t')T'

1

alr-t.)- 1--- at.
1

-1- -l

sgn(xrr¡t (tiðu=M
ã*rr* 

1

))Nr
L

i=1

irr*1(ti)

(6(t-.i) -6(t-ti-t)). (6.17)
irr*1 (tt)

Figure 6.4 demonstrates how the

tai ned .

derivative ðti/ âxn+f is ob-

It is important to note that xn+I does not change sign at

the time instants where fhe derivatives are taken. The bime

instants ti are the times at the intersections of xn+l wit,h

the threshold s, that is at either Xn+l = s or xn+l_ = -s.
Due to the way in which the modulator functionsr ânV change

in sign in xn+t occurs at time ti.

To summarize, the optimal control is found by solving the

following 2 (n+1 ) differentÍal equations;
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(t¡ )

TIME

Figure 6 .4 The de rivat ive ðt i/ âxr,.* 
1

SLOPE

AXn +t+.
,/ß,
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I=A

n+1

-r+Þu

= ñYn+ 1

I(o) =

xn*1(o)x

,

/c

*o'

= Xn*l (ti*)

n Equation s

= 0, 1 Equation

n Equations

1 Equation

l*r,*1 (ti ) I = t (6.18)

p(tf) = A ,

Prr*1(t¡) = Q

where au/ðx is given by Equation (6.17).
n+I

The block diagram for the optimal control- system is shown

in Figure 6.5a. A more debailed diagram of the same system

is given in Figure 6.5b.

The set of equations (6.18) contains impulses, must

fu1fi11 many constraints, and in addition has split bounda-

ry conditions. Due to bhis complexity, no existing mefhod

could be applied to obtain a solution directly. The next

chapter illustrates how these problems are overcomed.
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Chapter VII

SOLUTION METHOD

In this chapter, two methods of solution are presented

along with a discussion of their limitations. To make the

discussion easier to express and follow, a first order lin-

ear plant is chosen. For such a plant, Equation (6.18) can

be expressed as

x, (0) = *0

xr(o) = x, [tr*) = o

l*z(ti)l - s

pi = - ap' *1 - r , pl(tf) = 0

pz = - ¡Pl 
"r 

, PIGQ = o

ôu -r, T sgn(xr(ti)).
Ë= j\'1 ¿ ---;-; -[ô(t-ti)-ô(t-ti-t)). 

(7.2)
"nZ i=l x, (t1 )

il = "*1 
+ bu,

't*2 = P2/ c '
(7.r)

where the matrix O of the performance index is assumed equal

to one and

TO
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7.1 SOLUTION METHOD I: COMPUTER SIMULATION

When examining Equabions (7.1), it appears that a direct
way to solve them might be Lo sirnulate the system and its
constraints using CSMP and then use the method of variation-

aI of extremals to solve the existing two-poÍnt boundary-

value problem. The case here is not so straightforward and

some assumptions are to be made in order to satisfy the con-

straints imposed on the problem. Consider the following ar-
guments concerning the present problem.

1. What is meant by n2(tr) = 0 ?

Due to the nature of þ2, which is a series of impul-

ses, p2 is formed of step functions of differenb

sizes. There exists two alternatives;

a) to assume that a zero is reached if pZ changes

signs at tf at the trailing edge of a pulse or

b) p2 actually reaches zero value at or just, before

the final time.

These two alternabives are always considered when so-

lution mebhod I is used.

2. How can the minimum dead time constraÍnt be satisfied

for large pZ?

tl'Ihen pZ(L) is so Iarge 0hat xr(L) reaches fhe thresh-

old in a time less than bhe pulse width t plus the

dead time d, the constraint of minimum dead time be-

tween consecutive pulses is bound to be violated. In

this case, again two alternatives are considered;
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a) when *2 reaches the bhreshold in a time less than

'r+d, *2 is held at Lhis threshold l-evel until a

¡i¡¡s t+d has lapsed. A pulse, the polariby of

which depends on the sign of *2, is generated and

x^ is reset to zero.
¿

b) x^ is computed for the whole interval and its val-
¿

ue is checked at the time t. +t+d. If *Z is great-

er than or equal- to the threshold,a pulse is gen-

erated at that time; if not proceed with the

computafion.

The first method has bhe disadvantage of having a 'do

not caret period where the value of pZ is not ac-

counfed for. The second method is more accurate

since it takes into account the value of pZ over the

whole interval; this method is the one chosen to sat-

isfy the minimum dead time constraint.

3. Is it easier to solve the system backward in time ?

The answer is no; it is not possible to solve the

system backward in time. The system under considera-

tion is a decision making system. The value of

p" (Ç) is impossible to predict and the slope k- (t. )'¿ r ' ¿-l-
can not be known in advance.

A computer program for this method written in CSMP is
given in Appendix B. The rectangular method of integration

is used since it is considered to be the best method for
dealing wibh discontinuties. The program v,¡as run on the
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LBÌ4/370 computer at the National Research council of canada.

The program was successful in simulating the system for giv-
en initiar conditions. However the final conditions for the

costates could not be satisfied. To solve the TpBVp, the

method of variation of extremals was lried. Arl the triars
arrived at the triviar solution , lhat is start ing with

P-., (0 ) = 0 ' p- (t-) remains at zero with no pulses generated.¿¿r'
After a few runs with different p(0) it was noticed that

any smarr change in the varue of p(0) caused a random rarge

change in the final value. This indicated how crucial bhe

initial guess is for the convergence. Making a good initial
guess presents a very difficult problem. To the author's
knowledge there is no existing numerical TPBVP method that
is capable of solving such a complex problem.

We have attempted to solve the problem by t,riaI and error
using computer simulation. A grid of possible values o'f

p(0) is formed with a very small step size. The program is
then run for t,hese fhousands of points until a region of
good initial guess is found. This method is found to be im-

practicar and time consuming¡ therefore it is not prarsued

any further.

The solution mebhod I was tried for the same probJ-em but

with different pulse shapes, also with a relaxation pulse-

frequency modulator. The solution difficulties remained.

A final comment on the method is on lhe accuracy of the

results. As mentioned earlier, the rectangular method of
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integration is the one recommended for this case. To

achieve lhe requÍred accuracy with this method, a very small

step size has to be used which leads to }arge round-off er-

rors. DoubIe precision integration is only available in

CSMP with ûhe Runge-Kutta method.

7.2 SOLUTI0N METHOD II : ANALYTIC-NUMERIC

It is concluded from the above that the approach to solve

bhe optimizaLion problem, defined by Equation (7.1), should

be different than the method suggested in Secûion 7.1. A

new approachr presented in this section, is summarized in

the following points.

1. The differential equat,ions are solved analytically as

a function of the n+1 initial costates p(0) and the N

time instants ti of the initiation of pulses (t¡ is
the number of pulses which is unknown).

2. The intermediate N conditions

xn*l (ti) = s sgn (*r,*1,(ti ))

and the n+1 final conditions

P(t+) = 0
I

are then satisfied, thus obtaining N+n+1 nonlÍnear

equations in N+n+1 unknowns.

To solve for the unknowns, a numerical aJ-gorithm is

developed since it is quite impossÍbIe to solve the

equabions anaIyticaIIy. An example illustrating this

method of solution is given later in this chapLer.



7 .2.1 Solution of the State-Costate Differential
Equations (7. 1 ) are arranged as follows
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Equa t ion s

(7 .s)

(7 .4)

i' = ax1+bu,
II

xr(0) ^10

Pl = aP1*xl-

bI{p,

T , Pl

sgn(x, (t,

[tt) = o

))N

I
i=1

Pz= (ô (t-ri) - ô (r-ti-r)),i, rtf I

i?.= P2

pzftÐ = o

xr(o) = x, (tr*) - o

l*z (tf)l = s.

(7.s)

(7 .6)

To solve these equations, there are three regions to be con-

sidered , as shown in FÍgur e 7 .1 . The first region Ís the

interval [0, tl ] Uefore the initiation of !he first pu1se,

the second is the interval Itr,tr+rJ and the ühird intervar
is Iti+t, ti*l], for i = 1,2,...,N, where as after the final
pulse fU*l is equal to tf.

Equations (7.3) to (7.6) can either be solved directly
for the general case of N pulses, or can be solved succes-

sively for the cases of one and two pulses and then, by in-
ducbion, for N pulses. The two methcds were used and t,he
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results are

en in detail
in agreement.

in Appendi x

The solution

The results
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by induction is giv-

are as follows:A.

1. The state xr(t)

0 < t -< t1,

m = l, 2, N

(7 .7 a)

)) dL

(7 .7b)

xr(t) = *10 eo'

t
m

x, (t) =
at*10 e sgn (xZ.+ (r-e "" [î¡i

t"
. N,Ib

d.

-at .le lle
)

( t:_

-11
)

- 
".,ì atr)e '

(7 .7 c)

(ti
I.+ (1-ear)[ Ï
ti=1

a(t-t*)

m

sgn (*Z (t, ) )

r T:( t ( t*i1 m=l , N,

x, (t) = xlo "ut

tN*1 =tf

sgn (x, ))e



2. The costate p- (t)'l

0-<t.<

p1(t) =

t1

\<ar+T'

-at

m = 1, ,N

-at

Yr '-10*-e
dLd

( r *rol
lnro 

* T'^)"
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(i.8a)

t.<t
m

at

at
ep1(t) = [n'o. + tr.] e

_ r **toaZa

,]
["

r *10
+_aZa

-r)l
l'. 

["a(t-t1) 
*

m-1
I

i=1
+ bM:z/.a

bM
---7 s gn Ixr
¿a

sgn(x, (t1 ) )

a(t-ri) * e-a(t-ti) ea(t-ti-t) _ e-a(t-ti-r)].["

a(t-tr)* e-a(t-tn) _ (7.8b)

tm+Tr(t(trn*1 p = r, N

-at at
e

sgn(x, ))

p1 (t) =

[n'o
+

x0

r
L

i=1

r *rol
--l ea t^)

bM---
^L
Ld

( t:.

e-a(t-ti) _ ea(t-t1-t)_e a(t-ti (7.8c)



3. The costate Rr(t)

0 .< t < tl

p2(t) = Pzo

tm.. t < t* + T, m = l, 2, N

p?(t) =
M b sgn (x, ))

Pzo
m-1
I

i=1

(ti
i, ctf I

ln, (tr) - Pr (ti -.) l
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(7 .ea)

(7.eb)- Mb
sgn(x, it* ) )

p1(tm)i, ct* I

t**t m = L, Z, N

ssn(xz (ti) )pr(t) = Pzo Mb
m

I
i=1

In, (tr) - Pr(ti*t) l. (7 '9c)i, ttft

4. The state xr(t)

0-<t<t1

xr(t)=pzot/c (7.10a)



t\<t<t +Tn'' m = 1, Z, N
m

x2 (t)

-Mb

t +T<
m

xz(t) = -rMb

ln, (tr) - Pr (ti*t) l

BO

(7.10b)

.l
I'

I n-l
= lnro - I.

L 1=I t.

ì
I

)

14b
sgn(x, (ti ) )

sgn(x, (tm ) )

*r(

n, (t*)iz (rm_)

t<tm+l' m = 1, 2, N

sgn{x, (t;) )

(t-t*) /c

P1 (t*+t;
c i, Ct*l

Irt-+ jPzo - .¿-
L 1=I

Mb

(t-tr) / c

Substi tution

sgn (x, ))
[n, (tr) - p1(ti

(7.10c)

with Intermediate and Final Conditions

(t.'1

* z (tt)
r, ,Ì

7.2.2

The intermedi ate conditions are

x, (t*) = s sgn(x, {t,n

Substituting Equation

firsf N equabions are

)).

(7.11) into

obtained as

Equation (7.10c),

(7.1i)

the



Mb
sgn (*Z (tr-) )

| = A/B
m

wher e

A = c s sgn(xz (t;)) * pzo tm_l

cssgn(xz 1t, ))

- Mb

and

D_
-D

sgn(x, (tm-_1))
t Mb L

i, [t*-_, )
Pt (tr_1*r)

B1

-+ \
n "m-1/ t

(7.12)

(7.rs)

-Pt (t*-1+r)

I m-l* lpro - I.
I r=t In, (t, ) - p1(ti*r),],.i, ttr-)

m = l, Z, N.

From Equation (7 .12) , the N unknoi^rnr t,n are

sgn(xZ (tn-_1) )+ 'r Mb

sgn(x, (ti ))

i, rtf ) [nt (tt)

i^ rt - -l¿ ' m-l-'

p1 (tí+r) I .*_t
m-1
Ii=l

n-1
Pzo - I"

l=l
I\,f b

The final conditions are

ry(t¡) = 0 and P2(tr) = 0.

Substituting O1(t¡) = 0 in Equation (7.8c), and p2(t¡) = 0

in Equation (7.9c), the initial costaLes ptO and pZO are

given by

sgn(x, (ti-))

i, ctf I 
[nt (tt) - pr (ti*t) ] '
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Pro =

*10

- 

-t-

LcL

*10-Er
a

r--+
a

1t, ) )
N

I
i=1

atf
ô

sgn (x,

-a (tt-ti)
- ô

I

Tatt
e

a (tf-ti -t)

lnr(tt) - p1(ti*t)l

bM ^tr
¿a

f a(tç-ti)
'[e ' +

Pzo
N=i

i=1
Mb

sgn(x, tt, ))

i, itf I

-a(tr- t. -t)l
- e r' ¡ I (7.14)

(7 " 1s)

Equations (7.13), Q.14) and (7.15) form N+2 ncnlinear

equations that shoul-d be solved simultaneously for pI0, p2O,

and t, (i=1,2,...,N). The algorithm developed for the solu-
t-

tion of these equations Ís presented in the following sec-

tion.

7.2.3 Estimation of bhe Initial Costates

The set of Equations (7-t3¡, (7-14) and (7-15), which are

functions of plO, p20 , tl , . . . , tN, did not reduce the com-

plexity of the solution or the its sensitivity to the ini-

tial guesses of bhe costates. So, basically the same siLua-

tion as in method I exists. For these reasons, even a

graphical technique for obtaining an approximate initial

value for Lhe costates is bound to fail.

It is here required to minimize the perfcrmance index (cr

equivaJ-ent1y maximize the function I). For every assumed
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value of N the corresponding suboptimal contror is found and

the performance index eval-uafed. The optimal control is
then the one that minimizes the performance index.

An upper estimat,e of the value of N, the number of pulses

forming the control u(t), is given here before discussing

the approach used to solve the probrem. The maximum alrowa-

ble number of pulses is

l.¡ + d 
It- I

L' + d J

(7.rc)

affects the num-

e l-ess bhe number

is equivalent bo

to find an estimate

in the following.

where

ato r

dth
ho ld

f¡ is the final time

r is the pulse width

d is the dead time
I

J means the nearest Iower integer

e bhat, the threshold of the modul

pulses; the higher the threshol

ses. That is, varying the thres

g the cost on the pulses.

approach and the algorithm used

e initial costates are described

L

Not

of

pul

yin

The

fh

and

ber

of

var

for

1. Approach

Given aIl bhe fixed parameters of the probJ-em, assume

that fhe control u(t) is formed of two pulses init,iated at

times Lland EZ. The lower and upper limits on tland L2 for
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the interval [0, tf] are known (tfl, tlg and LZL, LZU re-

spectively) . For a certain set ( t1 , lZ) , Equations (7. 1 4)

and (7.15) and another version of Equation Q-12) eiven be-

Iow, are used to find the exact ptO and peO for bhe case of

two pulses. If N' of Q-16) is larger than two, the values

of ptO and pZO are used as initial estimates to find the ex-

act inibial costates for N = 3, 4, . . . , up to Nr.

The nevü version of Equation (7-12) is obtained next.

i = 1, Equation (7-12) gives

c s sgn(*Z(tl )) = pZ' 11 ,

For

but

then

c s sgn (*Z (t 
Z- ))

sgn(x, (t, ) )

s = pZO tr/ c

= sgn(n2o),

sBn(p2p),

s = ln26l tr/ c. \/.r/or

For i = 2, Equaüion (7-12) can be written as follows

= pzo(t|-tr) -rMb

[nr(tr) - pr(tr*t)] (t. -tr), (7.18)

sgn(x, (ti) )

x, It1 ) 
p1 (tl*r)

- Mb
sgn(x, (t, ) )

i, rtfl

*z (tt ) = Pzobut
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and
sgn x, (ti) 

= 
rgr p2o _ 1

x, (t1 ) Pzo lnzol

Equation (7-18) can then be written as follows

c s ssn(*z(tl)) ln2sl = pzo ln29l (tz-.r) -rMb p1(rr+t)

- M b ln, (tr) - n, (tt*r) I (t z-tì .

Substituting Equation (T-17) and pZO sgn(pZO) for in29i in
Equation (T-19) and with some manipulation one obtains

(i.re)

(7.20)2
Pzo =

-tMb pt(rt*t)-Mb [p1(t1) -pl(t1*t)] ¡tr-tr)
tl sgn xr(t2) - (tZ-tt) sgn pZO

which is an alternative form for Equation (7,12) to be used

in the solution.

2. Algorifhm

Equations (7-17) and (7-20) are used along r¿ibh Equations
,7-14) and (7-15) to f ind ptO and pZO in two steps:

Step 1: Gross search

In this step the possible regions where a solution exists
are Iocated through the following procedure

i) assume t,he polarify of pulses

i i ) change the va lue of LZ from LZf to LZU

(EZf = tt_L+t +d )
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L
Lr rrrtliii ) change Lhe value of tl from ttf, to

( tfH = EZH-d-t )

iv) compute pl_g from

v ) compute pzzo f rom

is negative go

step

Equation (7 .14)

Equation (7 .20). If this value

to (iii), if not continue bo next

vi ) compute pZO

vii ) check if the results satisfy Equation (7 .15) . If
it does not go lo (iii); however if it does, con-

tinue to next sfep

viii) compute corresponding threshold sr from Equation

(7.17). If sr is not equal to the specified

threshold s repeat the above procedure starting at

(ii). If s' is found to equal the specified

threshold, the values of pIO , p2O , tl_ , and LZ are

successfully obtained.

A flowchart of the above method is given in Figure 7.2,

The algorithm is executed once for each set of possible

pulse polarities. For this case (two pulses), four possi-

bilities exist. lrlhen the wrong polarity is assumed, it is

usually found that the value of OftO) is negafive or that

the error in the final cosbate pr(tr) is very Iarge. This

error value is denoted by FZ and is obtained by evaluating

Equafion Q .9c) at L = tf. In this procedure fhe incremen-

tal steps in tl and LZ should be reasonably Iarge.
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coMPUTE Pro
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)
coMPUTE paî
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I

Fi-gure 7.2 Flowchart for proposed algorithm to find

initial costates for two pulses
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coMPUTE F2

EQUATION ( 7.I5)

YES

YES

t ¡u* t¡f
trH* l¡f
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CHANGE
IN SIGN

COM PUTE s'

EQ UAT I ON (7. I 7)

tzu * tzI
tzH * îzf

D ET ECT
CHANGE
IN SIGN

OUTPUT

P¡g'Pzo,I,,lz

Figure 7.2 Continued



As a result of bhese

(tTr, tTH and Eär,tän)

triithin these limits Fz

threshold "' is close

F0RTRAN program denoted

the above calculations

B9

preliminary calculations, new Iimits

on the optimum tt and LZ are found.

is changing sign and the comPuted

to the desired threshold s. The

by ttMAG2'f which is used to perform

is Iisted in Appendix B.

Step 2z Fine search

once the region of approximate pto and Pzo is found an-

other calculation procedure is performed to find bhe exact

values of t , L, p_^ and p that satisfy the conditions
t 2' '10 '20

IF^ = 0 and s = s. This calculation is performed by the
¿

program ItCOSTtT and the subroutine 'rC0STSn. These are eSSen-

tiaIIy the Same aS ttMAG2rr mentioned above except that !he

right polaribies of the pulses are supplied. Again, the er-

ror funcbion ,, changes sign in the region tti, , tTrl and

(s'-s) changes sign in the interval it;, ,tT,'1. According-

ry, using an iterative method it ," 
"""" 

v L: f ind the exact

zeros of the functions F2 and (st-s).

The method used here comprises a search over a defined

interval until a change in sign is detected. The inter-

val is then narrowed (10 times smaller) and the search res-

tarted.
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7 .2.4 The Optimal Control

At fhis point a good estimate of the region of initial

guesses for the initial costates is found. The procedure to

find the exact initial costate vector for the case of Nr)2'

is summarized in the following

f. increment the value of N

2. form a grid of values of PtO and PZO around the ini-

tial guess

3. compute the time of initiation ti of the pulses from

Equation Q .13)

F=-1

nd (7
4.

p^^
¿U

=

compute the final costates

F2 = p2(t¡) from Equations (7.8c) a

tively

Pr(tr) and

.9c), respec-

costate vector graphi-

of F. and F^ for dif-L2

5. find the approximate initial

calIy by plotting the contours

ferent grid values of PtO and

is when ry (t, ) = 0 and p2 (tf )

multaneously.

. The desired solution

0 are satisfied si-

6. use an iterative technique to locate the point of ex-

act zero final states, and hence the optimal control

sequence Ís obtained.

The flowchart shown in Figure 7.3 illustrates the main

steps for the computation of the time instants t, of the

pulse initiation and the final costate vector !(tf) for a

given intial costate vector P (0 ) .



INPUT SYSTEM
PARA M ETERS AND

NUMBER OF PULSES

rN PUT
Plou,PtoH,Paoau Pzorr

(LOWER AND UPPER LIMiTS
ON TNITIAL COSTATES)

COMPUTE t¡, i=1,..,N
EQUATION (7.I3)

COMPUTE F' = P¡ (t1)

EQUATI0N(7.8c)

coMPUTE F2 = PJtt)

EQUATI0N (7.9c )

O UT PUT
Pto , Pzo,F¡ , F2, 1¡

Figure 7.3 Flowchart for method to compute

P(t¡), ti for a given 9(0)

9L
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The above procedure is repeated for incremented values cf
N untit it reaches the va1u" Nu of (7.16). A solution is
nol guaranteed to exist for N = N,, or even some smaller N

due to the constraints on the problem, mainly the threshold.

If N is large, N can be incremented by steps greater thanu

one as Iong as the initial guess .sbi11 holds. If no conver-

gence occurs at a certain region of the solution, the incre-
ment size is reduced until an optimum N is found. This N is
the number of pulses forming the optimal control and mini-
mizing the performance index. A check should always be per-

formed to assure that the constraint of the minimum dead

time between consecutive pulses is satisfied. If this con-

dÍtion is not met, the previous N then gives the optimum so-

lution.

For practical reasons, it may be preferred to aIlow p(tf)

to be within a small- tolerance v from zero. As a result,
the control sequence may contain an extra pulse. In this

case, the Iimiting factors on the solution are bhat,

1. t., < L^ rI\I

where tn, is the time of initiation of the last pulse
1\

in the control sequence

the minimum dead time should exist between any two

consecutive pulses.

The iterative bechnique used in step 6 above is simple

and converges quickly. Starting with fhe initial guess, fhe

values of Fl and FZ (i.e, pl(tf), p2(t¡)) are computed. New

values cf pfO and peO are lhen found using the formulae

2.
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PtOt¡ = PIOO * t1 Ft

Pzoru = Pzoo * 'z Fz

The program listings for ttS0LVEtt and ttS0LVIrrare

Appendix B.

where et and e2 are step sizes for adjustment and N and 0

denote new and old values respectively. To speed up conver-

gence, smal1 values of e, and e2 may be used during early
iterations. They are then increased as Fi and Fz converge

þo their zero values.

The FORTRAN programs used for this part of the study are

SOLVE : to compute ti_ (i=1,...,N), Fl , and FZ for certain

PtO and ÞZO

SOLVI: which is the same as SOLVE with the iteration
algorithm added to it.

(7 .2r)

given in

7.2.5 ExampLe

The method described above is applied to the system rep-

resented by Equation (7.1) which minimizes the performance

index given in Equation (6.1 1 ). The following parameter

values are used:

a =-2.0
b = 1.0

c = 1.0

r = 0.5

M = 1.0

xlO =-2.0

S = 0.1

r = 0.2 s

d = 0.2 s

tf = 2.0 s
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1)

The method

The maximum

is illustrated in

allowable number

the following steps:

of pulses is calculated AS

2) Applying the algorithm presented

pulses, it is realized that, for

only the possibility of two positive

lution. The lower and upper bounds

antee a region where p2(t¡) is zeîo

that is close to the desired value

5 pulses.

in Section 7.2.3 for two

this set of parameters,

pulses results in a so-

on tl and LZ that guar-

and a computed threshold

is found to be

N
lz.o + o.zlt-l

10.2 + 0.2)u

Lt--
-LL

a-

"2L

3 ) Using the

is found for
p. (0)
pl (0)

lt
Þr (to

It,Lp^ (E^
LL!
U-
{-r9^

,)
ù
J

0.17 s

1.42 s

t... = 0.25l-rt

t^,, = 1.50¿n

S

S.

programs C0ST and COSTS,

bhis case as

= 0.7168508
= 0.4615744

) : 0.0
) =-0.0000045

= 0.2166519
= 1.4943864
= 0.1 000009
: 1 .2296241,

the optimal solution

4) For N = 3,, the above pl(0) and p2(0) are chosen as ini-
tial guess and pf(tf) and pe(tf) are computed for a grid of
point around the initial guess. The graphs shown in Figure

7.4 are produced using program SOLVE. From these graphs, it
was found that pI(tf) and pZ(tf) are approximabely zero af

p1(O) = O.7OB2 and p2(0) = 0.575.
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Program SOLVI is then used to find the exact values of
(0) and p2(0). The following values are obtained

= 0.708226
= 0.576350
: 0. 00000 1

=-0 . 00000 1

= 0.173506
= 0.8571 B5

= 1.744180
= 1.182445.

P-.(0) = 0.699592
p; (o ) = 0.66 9941
pl ( tr ) =-0 .000048
pí(rr) = 0.000034
tr = 0. 149266
E; = O. 629537
t; = 1 .208169
Eú = 1.889115.

It should be noticed here that the condition tW s tf-.
is violabed. It is, therefore, concluded that the optimal

conLrol contains a sequence of 3 pulses as given by st,ep 5,

where the performance index is minimized.

B) For practical applications, p1(tr) and pZ (tf) may be a1-

lowed to be within a small tolerance from ze?o. For such

case, a number of initial values of p(0) can be found that

satisfy the dead time condition and the final time condÍ-

pr (o)
p^ (0)
þfcr"lp;ft;)
t.
rr
YZt^
.J

6) Repeating step 4 for N = 4, Figure 7.5 is obtained and

the approximate val-ues for p ( 0 ) are found to be

p1 (0) = 0.6992 and p2 (0) = 0.673.

7) Performing step 5 for N = 4 and using the results of step

6, the following results are obtained
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pr ( lf)

---- p2( tf )o.4

o.2

o.o

0.70 0
0.699
0.698

0.6s6 p2 (o)
.64

I
I

I
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I
/ coNTouRS
I

coNSTANT pr (O)

Figure 7.5 Contours of p(0) and p(t¡) for four pulses
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tion. The choice of p(0) then depends on the performance

index. For this example three points hrere chosen that sat-

isfy the following final condition (these are given in Table

7 .1)

Pt(tf) < 0-05 and P2(t¡) < 0.05.

From Table 7.1, the solution þhat minimizes the perform-

ance index is the second one; that is

Þ (0)
pä (o)
Pa (tp
pd (ti
t1
!zt-
ri
J

: 0 .697300
= 0.684800

) =-0.036530) =-0.000230
= 0.1 46028
= 0.603248
= 1 .1 52449
= 1.7 99910
= 1 .1 38605.

9)

of

For N = N,, = 5, the solution violates the two conditions

final time and dead time and this case is rejected.

The results of this example are summarized in Tables 7 .2

and 7 .3. The optimal control u ( t ) contains three pulses .

Figure 7.6a illustrates the state variable xr(t), the cos-

tate pf (t) and the optimal control u(t). Figure 7.6b illus-

trates the state variable xr(L) and the costate p2(t).

Depending on the application, one may choose a suboptimal

control that contains four pulses and minimizes the perform-

ance index. Figures 7.7a and 7.7b illustrate bhe state and

costate functions and the control u(t) for this case.
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Initial and Fína1 Costates for Three Controls

ConËaining Four Pulses Each.

D'lo Pzo tr(.r) Pz(tr) t4 J

0 .697 6 0. 6841 -0 .02342 0 .0223s I . 8000 1 .1388371

0.6973 0.6848 -0.03653 -0.00023 L.7999 t.r¡S6048

0.6979 0.6836 -0.00900 0.04799 L.7985 1.1390718



labLe 7-2

Initial and Final Costates and Performance Index for
the Optinal Control (*) and Two Suboptimal Controls.
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N Pro P zo P1 (t¡) p z(Jt) .l

2 0.7L68502 0.4615744 0.0 0.0000045 L.229624L

3J,s O .708226 0. 5 7635 0.000001 -0 .000001 L .L82445

4 0.6973 0.6845 -0.03653 -0.00023 1.1386048

Table 7-3

Time of Pulse Initiation (s) for Ëhe Optirnal Control
(*) end l\vo Subopti:nal Controls

Nt1 E2 E4t3

2 0.27665L9 L.4843864

3* 0.173506 0.857185 L.734L8

4 0.L46028 0.603248 r.rs2449 L.7999r
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Figure 7.7a State x, (t)
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control u(t)
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7.3 FURTHER COMMENTS

rt is assumed in this chapter that the system contains a

first order rinear plant and an integral purse-fequency mod-

ulator. Also, the performance index is assumed quadrabic.

These assumptions are onJ- y made to herp f ind bhe sol_ution

and to make the presentation clearer.
rn general, any linear or nonlinear prant can be used as

rong as an analytic sorution can be found. Linearizabion
methods can be appried to some nonrinear plants. The real
limitation is the complexify introduced by a high order sys-

fem. A system of order n resul-ts in 2n state-costate equa-

tions and n final conditions to satisfy.
There is no rÍmitation on the modurator or the perform-

ance indices used. Any type-Ir modurator and commonly used

performance index wilr introduce no difficurties to the so-

lution.

The idea of using csMP for some of bhe steps of solut,ion

method rI is discarded. csMP is found to be nob versatile
enough for this problem and its use for finding an initial
guess is not possibre. The csMP method was tried for the

finar iterations and it converged to ze?o finar costaLes yet

wibh the üirong results. This is due to a very large round-

off error in addition to the errors due to numerical inte-
gr aL ion .



Chapter VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In thls dissertation the optirnal feedback controller and,

consequently, the optimal control- sequence f cr puJ_se-

frequency modulated systems with nonLinear plants and which

may contain type-II modulators were studied.

The modified maximum principle of Onyshko and Noges was

extended to nonlinear open-loop systems. This extended l"lMP

provides only necessary conditions for optimallty. Its ap-

plicabion to a second order nonlinear plant was then demon-

strated.

The optimal- control-1er and the modulator tha! provide fhe

cptimum PFM control sequence for minimizing a quadratic per-

formance index were studied. An off-line as weII as an on-

Iine method for obtaining the ccntrol sequence was given.

The method cf variation of extremals was found to be ade-

quaLe for the solution of the resulting two-point boundary-

value problem (TPBVP) and bhe Continuous System Modeling

Program (CSMP) was used for the simul-aticn of the system.

The optimal controller for systems containing a modulatcr

cf the second kind were also considered. The presence of
the modulator introduced complexity in the solufion of the

TPBVP. The simulation using CSMP failed to give meaningful
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results due to a very large rcund-off error and

Iack of numerical technique to solve the TPBVP

complex system.

An alternative method

107

due to a

of such a

to solve this problem was applied

in bwo steps

1. The first step is the analytic solution of the

state-costate equations to be sclved for the vari-

ables p(0) and bhe times of pulse initiation.

2. The second is a numerical solution to find an esti-

mate cf lhe initial values p(0), then, using graphic

techniques and an iferative method, the optimal con-

trcl is found.

The method is demonstrated for a system containing a first
order Iinear plant and an integral pulse-frequency modulator

with a quadratic performance index.

The optimizaííon problem treated in this dissertation is
extremely complex. The results, as developed here, are !he-

oretical and not perhaps as practical as was hoped. Howev-

efr the present study is a preliminary step in the area of

optimizalíon of nonlinear PFM sysLems. It is hcped that it
will serve as a stimulus for further research in this area.

More work is still needed to imprcve ühe algorithms de-

veloped in this dissertation. For speci fic appl ication ,

specialized computer program packages can be written.

The optimizaLlon probJ-em would much benefit from improve-

ments in the simulation techniques, al-so from developments
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of methods for the sorution of discrete nonlinear two-point
boundary value problems

Possible extensicns of the MMP to crosed locp systems

should be considered. The control function in closed roop

sysfems is a function of the state variables and of the time

rather than just the time alone.
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Appendix A

SOLUTION OF STATE-COSTATE EQUATIONS

SOLUTION BY INDUCTTON

1. The state variable xr(t)

"*1+bu, xr(0) = *10

Solving for x, (t)

*1 =

-atue d.t

CHAPTER 6

, x, (t) at= *10 
"

+þ 
"^t

(A-1)

(A-2)

(A- 5)

(A-4)

0

For0.(t<tl u=0

x, (t) = *ro "tt .

For tl \< t < t1*t u=Msgn(xrçtr))

t
x, (t) = *10 ""t 

+ þ "^t
-atue dt

t1

xr(t) = *10 ""t + + sgn(xz (t1 ))

For t1 *t \< t , tz u=0
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r r lr
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For t?, \< t . tZ*, M sgn(x, (t,

t- +'rI -at-ue dt

u= )) ,
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(A-6)

x, (t) = *ro ""t * b eat I
r1

xr(t) = *ro ""t * ry tgn(x, (t,

sgn(*Z GZ
a(t-tz) _ lJ .

For tZ*, \< t < t3 , u=Q t

t- +'r
I -atue dtI
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In general,

induct ion

- a'rl "- e J Lsgnlxz

.rhfor the m-'^ pulse, m = l, 2, N, and by

for t < t < t +'rmm u = M sgn (*Z (t;) )
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and for t +T<t<
m
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-t+.)) e -'r. (A-9)x, (t) at bM= *10" * 
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at
e (ti
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ir -,i"tì tttL\/.r ' 1=.|

s gn (x,

at

2. The Costate Variable pI(t)

P1 - -aP1 *1-t ,

solving for pt(t)

p1(o) = P1o

-at IC.J
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In general, for the *th pulse, m = 1, Z, N, and by

induct i on

for t \<t<t +Tmm

m-1
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Ld _L-l_
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3. The Costate Variable p?(t)
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[n, (tr) - pr (tr*-) ]i2 (ti)

sgn(x, çtr))- Mb

For tZ + r < t , t3

PzG) = Pzo - Mb

,,tt*-nr(t) = pzo-b .} n,
tl

-ð'd..-b l"'*'dxt )' t2
p1üu.

sgn(x, (t, ) )

i^ rt--r¿'
lnt (tt) - pr (tt*.) l

- Mb

In gene raL, for the *th pl.rls", m = I,

for t < t < t + rmm

sgn(x, (t, ))

i^ rt^-r [nt (tr)
¿' ¿'

p1 (t z*r) I .

nr(t) = Pzo - lvlb

N, and by induction

lnr(tt) - pr(ti*t)l
m-1
I

i=1

ssn x^ [t. I¿' r'.--x^ lt. II' r'

- Mb
sgn x, [t* )

i, ft* I
In, (t,n) I

t, + T r( t . tr*1

sgn x, (tl )

i, rtf I

m

i
i=1

for

P2G) = Pzo - Mb lnr(tt) - pr(ti*.)1. (A-27)



4. The State Variable x, (t)

P2/ c , xr(o) = x, (tr*) - oXr=
L

L23

(A-28)

solving for x, (t)

xr(t) = p 
z

t / c * k1.

For 0<t<tl, pz3) as in (A-21)

and x, (0) = 0

xr(t)=pzot/c

Fortt\<t<t1 +r, v rft) as in (l- zz)

and x, (t1) = 0

(A- 2e)

(A- 30 )

(t-t1). (A-31)

t + k1 . (A-32)

xr(t) t + kr
(a- zz)

- Mb
ssn(xz (ti) )

i, itf )

For t1 + T \< t < tz P ,G) as in (A- 2s)

x, (t) =
1

c

=1 c

1r= t- Lo'o

p 2G)

x, (t) e1(ti)l

p2 (t)
(A- ?.3)

To find the value

to xr(t1+r) from

of k, ,

(A-32).

x, (tt+t) f rom (A- 31) should be equal
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Hence kf

and

T. p2

(A-zz) (A- ?,s)

sgn(x, (t, ))

c i^ rt--l¿' r'

I(= . [Pr-\.
t1 .ì

xr(t) = -rlt{b P1 (tt + t)

(nr{tr) -+ l"o- Mb
sen(x, (ti))

i2 (ti)

(t-r1) / c. (A- 53)

[A- 54)

For tZ \< t < t?*, p zG) as in (A-24)

and x, ft|) = o.

Similar to the der j-vation of (A- 31)

xr(t) = Mb
sgn(x, (tt ) )

i, ctfl
(n, {tt) - pr (tt*t) )

- N{b
sen (x, (ti ) )

x^ ft^ )¿'t'
(t-t ) / c.

For t?. + r -( t . t3 , pzG) as in (A-2s)

[,,,

n, c t, l'l

and similar to the derivation of (A- 33) , one obtains
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ssn xz ft;)xr(t) = - tMb P1 (t z*r)c *, {tr-)

. 
[n'o

- Mb
sgn(x, (t, ) )

(n, (tr) - pr (tr*t) )i, (tf )

- Mb

(t-t 2) / c.

In general, for the *th pulse, m = 1,

sgn(x, (t, ))

i^ rt^-r (nt (t') - Pr(.z
¿' ¿'

-.rr]

sgn(x, (t1 ))
i, ttf I

(n,{tr)

(t-t*) / c

pt(ti*t))

(A-3s)

(A- 36 )

.., N, and by índuction

fort -<tm
t+T

m

xr(t)

lvf b

and for +T\<t

Mb

sgn(x, (t* ) )

i^ rt -l¿' m'

t_m+l

[ *-1
= lnzo-.L-

L 1=l

nr (t .)]

xr(t) - t Mb
sen(x, (tn ))

x^ lt ì¿' m'
Pt (t,n+t1

Imt-+ lPrn - i
L '" i=l

Mb
sgn x, (t1 )

i, ctf)

(n, {tr) - Pf (.r.tr)] (t-tr) / c (A-37)



Appendix B

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

8.1 LIST OF SYMBOLS

A

B

D

E1

E2

EF1

î.F2

F'1

F2

M

N

NP1

NP2

PM

P10

P20

R

ò

SP

SP2O

Plant parameter

Plant parameter

Minimum dead time between consecutive pulses

Adjustement size for P10

Adjustement size for P20

Allowab1e tolerance in F1

AllowabIe tolerance in F2

Error in final costate pI(tf)

Error in final costate p2 ( tf )

PuIse magnitude

Number of pulses

Polarity of P10

Polarity of P20

PuIse Magnitude

Initial value of the costate

ïnitial value of the costate

Input to controller

Desired threshold

Computed threshold

Sgn ( P20 )

ft)
ft)

D..I

p..,
I
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SP2T1w Sgn(x2 (t;) )

SS Difference between computed and desired

thresholds

TF

TN

TW

FinaI tÍme

Time of initiation of the Nth puJ-se

PuIse width

T'l Time of inibiation of first pulse

TZ Time of initiation of second pulse

T1 1 Lower limit on T1

T12 Upper limit on T1

T21 Lower limit on T2

T22 Upper limit on T2

W Pu1se width

X10 Initial value of plant stafe
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8.2 LIST OF PROGRAMS

This list of programs is complemented by programs

developed in a previous study t8l.



*
* PROGRAM USED IN CHAPTER 4
*
t HERE U EQUAL +1 0R -1
*
LABEL STATE AND COSTATE EQUATIONS
TITLE TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
INIT]AL

IC1=F1-(21+22)
ICZ=F 2- (23+24)

CONSTANT 21=0., ZZ=Q., Z3=O.rZ4=0., F1=0., F2=1 ., ALPHA=O.
DYN AMI C

E=2.
NOSORT

P=P2-1.
rF (ALPHA) 4,3,4

4 IF (ABS(P).LT.ALPHA) CO TO 5
3 rF (P) 6,7,7
6 U=0.1

GOTO2
7 U=-0. 1

GOTO2
5 U=0.0
2 CONTINUE

SORT
X'1DOT=X2
X2D0T= -Xz-X 1 -EtX 1 *X 1 +U
P1DOT=( 1 . O+2. *E*X1) *P
P2DOT=-P 1+P2-1 .
P1 1XD=P21X
P 1 2XD=P22X
P2lXD= (-1 .-2.*E*X 1 ) *P 1 1X-P21X
P22XD = 

( - 1 . -2 . x E *X 1 ) *P 1 zX-P 22X'
P1 1PD= (1 .+2. rE*X1 ) *P21P+2. *ErGP2*P1 1 X

P12PD=(1 .+2. rÊE*X1) *P22P+2. *E*P2*P12X
P21PD=-P1 1P+P21P
P22PD=-P 1 2P+P22P
X1=INTcRL(0.0,X1D0T)
X2=TNTGRL(0.0,X2D0T)
P1=INTGRL(IC1,P1D0T)
PZ=LNTGRL (ICz, P2DOT)
P1 1X=INTGRL(0. 0, P 1 1XD)
P 1ZX=INTGRL (0 . 0, P 1 2XD )
P21X=INTGRL ( 0 .0, P2 1 XD )
P22X=I NTGRL ( 0 . 0, P22XD)
P1 1P=INTGRL( 1 .0, P1 lPD)
P12P =I NTGRL ( 0 .0 , P 1 2PD)
P21P=INTGRL (0 . 0, P2 1 PD)
P22P =INTGRL( 1 .0, P22PD)

TE RMI NAL
rF(ABS) P 1 ) .1T.0.00500. AND. ABS ( P2 ) .1T.0.00500 ) G0 T0 1

DET=P 1'l P xP22P -P 12P*P2 1 P

Z1=(P22P / DET) *P 1

Z2=(-P 12P /DET) *PZ

r ro
LC)



Z3=(-P21P /DET ) *P 1

Z4=(P1 1P/DET)*PZ 130
F1=IC1
F 2=IC2
CALL RERUN

1 CONTINUE
TIMER DELT=0.0001, FINTIM=1 0.0,PRDEL=0. 01

END
TIMER OUTDEL=O.2

PRINT P

END
STOP



t
* PROGRAM USED IN CHAPTER 4
*
* HERE U IS FORMED OF PULSES
*
LABEL STATE AND COSTATE EQUATIONS
TITLE TWO.POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM
INITIAL

IC1=F1-(21+22)
LCZ=F2-(23+24)

CONSTANT Z1=0., Z2=0., Z3=0.,24=0., F1=0., F2=1.
DYNAMI C

E=2.
P=P2-1.
U=-0. 1*(-STEP(0.0)+STEP (0 .2)-STEP( .5)+STEP(.7)-STEP( 1 . ) . . .

+STEP (1 .2)+STEP( 1 .B)-STEP (2.0)+STEP (2.3)-STEP (2.5) . . .
+STEP ( 2. I ) -STEP ( 3 . 0 )+STEP ( 3 . 3 ) -srEP ( 3 . 5 )+STEP ( 3 . I ) . . .

-STEP ( 4 . ) +STEP ( 4 . 3 ) -STEP (4 . 5 ) +STEP ( 4 . I ) -STEP ( 5 . ) . . -
-STEP ( 5.3)+STEP $ .5 )-STEP (5.8) +STEP (6.0)-STEP (6.3) . . .
+STEP(6.5)-STEP(6.8)+STEP (7.0)-STEP (7 .3)+STEP (7 .5) . . .
-STEP ( 7. I )+STEP ( 8 . 0 ) -STEP ( I . 3 ) +STEP ( 8 . 5 )+STEP ( I . 8) . . .
-STEP ( g . o) +STEP ( 9 . 3 ) -STEP ( 9 . 5 ) +STEP (9 . I )-STEP ( 1 0 . ) )

X 1 DOT=X2
X2D0T=-Xz-X 1 -E*X 1 tX 1 +U
P1DOT:( 1 . Q+2.tE*X1 ) *P
P2DOT=-P 1+P2-1 .

P 1 1XD =P21X
P i 2XD =P22X

fJr

P2 1XD= (- 1 .-2.xErÉX 1 ) *P
P22XD= (-1 .-2.*E*X 1 ) *P

TERMI NAL
rF(ABS) P 1 ) . LT. 0.00500
DET:P 1 1 PtP22P-Pl2PxPz
Z1=(P22P /DET ) *P 1

Z2=(-P12P/DET)*P2
Z3=(-P?1PlDET) *P1
Z4=(P1 1 P/DET)xP2
F1=IC1

P 1 1PD= (1 .+2. *ErÉX 1) *P21P+2. xE*P2*P 1 1X
P 12PD= (1 .+2. tE*X 1)xP22P+2. f ErÉP2*P 12X
P21PD=-P1 1P+P21P
P22P D=-P 12P+P22P
X1=INTGRL(0.0,X1D0T)
X2=fNTGRL(0.0,X2D0T)
P1=INTGRL(IC1, PlDOT)
PZ=lNTcRL (TCz, P2DOT)
P1 1X=INTGRL(0. 0, P 1 1XD)
P 1 2X=INTGRL(0 . 0, P 1 2XD)
P2 1 X=INTGRL (0 . 0, P2 1 XD)
P22X=INTGRL ( 0.0, P22XD)
P1 1P=INTGRL( 1 .0,P1 1PD)
P 12P=INTGRL ( 0 . 0, P 1 2PD)
P2 1 P=INTGRL( 0. 0, P21 PD
P22P =INTGRL( 1 .0 ,P22PD

1X-P21X
2X-P22X

AND. ABS ( P2) . LT. 0.00500 ) G0 T0 1

P



F2=LC2
CALL RERUN r32

1 CONTINUE
TIMER DELT=0. 0001, FINTIM=1 0. 0,PRDEL=0.01

END
TIMER OUTDEL =0.2

PRTPLT X1 ,X2,P 1 ,P2, P, U

END
STOP



t
* PROGRAM ON-LINE CASEX CHAPTER 5
*
FIXED N, I
CONSTANT U=0.0, M=0.2, TW=O.2, D=0.1, H=J.0

PARAMETER Z1=0.0, P0=0 .496247292, A=3.
I NI TIAL

N=1
MH =M 

*H
TWD= TW+D
FT= FI NTIM

DYNAM I C

X=INTGRL(1.0,DXDT)
P=INTGRL(P0,DPDT)
G=INTcRL ( 0.0, DcDT)
DXDT=-A*X+X*X+U
DPDT=A*P_2 . *X* P+2 . xK_z.
DGDT =P 

*U_H* U * U

PX=INTGRL(0.0,PXD)
PP=INTGRL(1.0'PPD)
PXD= ( -A+2. *X ) *PX
PPD= (2.-2. *P ) *PX+ (A-2. *X ) *PP

NOSORT
IF (ABS(P).GT.MH) CO TO 2
IF (ABS(P).LE.MH.AND.UU.GT.O.OO1) GO TO 6
U=0.0
N=1
coTo3

2 IF (N.EQ.O) GO TO 6
N=0
TI =TIMErF ( (rr-rr).LT.Tl^f) c0 To 3
ScNP=P/ABS(P)
T1=1.0

6 IF (TIME.cE.(TI+0.01)) T1=-1.0
UU=PULSE(TW,T1 )
u =M*sGNP tÊ U U

IF (TIME.cE. (TI+TWD)) N=1
3 CONTINUE

TERMI NAL
IF(ABS(P).LT.O.OO02) GO TO 1O
I=I+1
IF(I.GT.50) GO TO 4
Z1=P/PP
F1=P0
P0=F1-21
l^JRrTE (10,90) Po

80 FORMAT ( 5X, 'P0= ' , F1 4. 1 2)
CALL RERUN

4 I.JRITE ( 1 0,79¡ r
70 FORMAT (5X,'I= ' ,f3)

1O CONTINUE
TIMER FINTIM=3.0 , DELT=0.001 , PRDEL:0. O'l

METHOD ADAMS
PRINT X, P, U, G

END

t-33



*
*
*
*

PROGRAM METHOD
CHAPTER 7

FIXED I
MACRO Y=LIMINT(IC,YDOT,P1,P2)

PR0CEDURE DYDT:LIM ( Y, YD0T ,P 1 ,PZ)
DYDT=YD0T

IF (Y. LE. P1 ) DYDT=AMAX1 (0.0,YDOT)
IF (Y.cE.PZ) DYDT=AMIN1 (0.0,YDOT)

ENDPROCED U R E

Y=INTGRL(IC,DYDT)
ENDMAC

CONSTANT ¡1-2. t B=1., S=0.1, X10=-2.0 ¡ F1=O.ZOB,Z1=0.0,
Z2=0.0, ZJ=O.0, Z4=0.0, I=0, T3=-1 . ,...G=1., F2=0.57, D=0.2, T!'I=0.2, M=1.0

I NI TIAL
P 1 0=F1-71-Zz
P20=F2-23-24
P2=P20
U=0.0
TI=20.
T1 1=TW-DELT
TWD=Tl,f+D

DYNAMTC
NOSORT

X2=LIMIT(-S,S,X2)
P2G= P2/c
IF( (ABS(X2).GE. (S-O.OOOO1 ) ).AND. (TIME.LT.TI) ) GO TO 1 O
IF (TIME.LT.TI) GO TO 1OO
IF (TIME.LT.(TI+TWD)) c0 T0 30rF (ABS(X2).cE.(S-0.00001)) co ro 10
c0 T0 100

1 0 TI=TIME
T1=1.0
SGNX2=X2/ ABS ( X2 )
X2D0TT=SGNX2/P2c
TIU=TI+T1 1

X2:0 . 0
30 IF ( TIME.cE. (TI+0.00 1 ) ) T1 =-1 . O

IF (ABS(TIME-TIU).1T.0.0001) T3=1.0
IF (TIME.cT. (TIU+0.0001 ) ) Tl=-1.0
UU=PULSE(T11,T1)
DUD=PULSE( 0. 000 1,T1 )-PULSE(0. 0001,T3 )
U=M*SGNX2*UU
D U DX2 = M* D UDtt X ZDOTT / D EL T

1 OO CONTINUE
SORT

X 1 DOT=AtX 1 +B* U

P1DOT:-AtP1+X1
P2D0T=-B*P 1 *DUDX2
X2D0T= P 2G
X1=INTGRL(X10,X1DOT)
P1=INTcRL(P10,P1DOT)
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PZ=INTcRL ( P20, P2D0T)
XZ=LIMINT( 0 . 0, X2D0T, -S, S )
P 1 1 XD=A*P1 1 X+B*DUDX2*P2 1 X
P 1 2XD=Ar P 1 2X+B* DUDX 2*P 22X
P2 1 XD =P21P /G
P22XD=P22P /G
P 1 1PD=P'l 1X-AtP 1 1P
P1zPD=P12X-A*P12P
P21PD=-BtDUDX2rÊP11P
P22PD=-B*DUDX2xP12P
P1 1X=INTGRL (0.0,P1 1XD)
P1ZX=INTGRL (0.0,P12XD)
P21X=INTcRL ( 0 .0, P2 1 XD )
P22X=INTGRL (0. 0,P22XD)
P1 1P=INTGRL ( 1.0,P1 1PD)
P12P=INTGRL (0. 0,P12PD)
P21P=INTcRL (0.0, P21 PD)
P22P =INTGRL ( 1 .0 ,P22PD)

T ERMI NAL
IF (ABS(p1).LT.0.005.AND.ABS(p2).LT.0.005) c0 T0 3
I=I+ i
TF (I.GT.5O) GO TO 4
DET=P 1 1 PrP22P -P 1 zPxP 21P
Z1=P22P tP1 /DET
22=-P 1 2PxP2 /DET
ZJ=-P21P*P1/DET
Z4=P 1 1P*P2/DET
F1=P10
F2=P2O
CALL RERUN

4 wRrrE (10,79¡ r
70 FORMAT (5X,'I= ',I3)
3 CoNTTNUE

TIMER FINTIM=2., DELT=0.001,
METHOD RECT
PRINT X1,X2,P1,P2,U
ÏITLE PFM & FIRST ORDER LINEAR
TITLE NONLINEAR FEEDBACK
END

r35

PRDEL=0. 1

PLANT
SYSTEM



c
PROGRAM MAG2

C CASE OF OPTIMAL CONTROL CONTAINÏNG TWO PULSES
c FrND REcroN WHERE p(TF) CHANGES STGNS, AND,
C COMPUTED THRESHOLD CLOSE TO DESIRED ONE.
c

REAL M

INTEGER SP20,SP2T1W
l^fRITE(10,19)

19 FORMAT (5X, rSXZ(T1-) & SXz(T2-); 2L2t )
READ( 1 0,20) SP2o,SP2T1W

20 FORMAT (2I2)
t^¡RITE (10,22)

22 FORMAT (5X,'LIMITS 0N T1 & INCR.(*100000); 216,I4')
READ(10,21 ) I1L,r1H,r1
wRrTE(10,23)

23 FORMAT (5X,'LIMITS 0N T2 & INCR. (*100000); 2T6,I4')
READ( 1 0,21 ) TzL,IzH,T2

21 F0RMAT ( 216 , r4 )
l^ÍRITE( 1 0,4 )

4 F0RMAT( 10X,'T1" 10X,rT2" 10X,'SP"gX,
DATA A,W,M,TF,R,X10/-2. r0.2r1.,2.,0.5

c
C CHANGE T2 BETWEEN ITS LIMITS
c

D0 1 I =IzL,fzï,I2
T2=f/ 100000.
TT2=A* ( TF-T2 )
TW2=TT2-A*W
AW= A*l,j
EAW=EXP ( AW) +EXP (-AW) - 2 .
XA=X10/(2.rÉA)
AM=M/ ( 2*A*A)
A1=XA* ( 1 . -EXP (2. *A*TF) )
RA= R/A
C1 =RA* (- 1 .+EXP (A*TF) )

C CHANGE T1 BETVìIEEN ITS LIMITS

DO 1 I=I1L,I1H,I1
T1 =I/ 1 00000.
TT1 =A* (TF-T1 )
TW1:TT'1-AW

c coMPUTE P10, EQUATT0N (7-1 4)

B1 =EXP ( A*TF) t (SP20* (EXP (-TT1 ) +EXP (TT1
1 ) +SP2T 1W* ( EXP ( -TT2 ) +EX P ( TT2 ) -EX P ( -Tw2
P10=A'l-81*AM+C 1

PP=P1 0+RA-XA
P 1 T 1 =P P*EXP (-A*T1 )-RA+XA*EXP ( A*T1 )
TT=T 1 +W
P 1 T i W= P P*EX P ( -A*TT) - RA+XAx EXP ( A*TT ) +AM*SP2 0* EAl.l
TT:A* (T2-T1 )
TTW=TT-AW
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P10"9X,'P2or, 1oX, rF2r )

-2. /

-EXP(-TW1 )-EXP(TW1 )

-EXP(rl,l2)))



P1T2=PP*EXP(-A*T2)-RA+XA*EXP(A*T2)+AM*SP20*(EXP(TT) I37
1 -EXP ( TTvt¡ ) +EXP (-TT) -EXP (-TT'¡II) )

P1 T2W=PP*EXP (-An (T2+W) )-RA+XA*EXP ( A* (T2+W) )+AM*SP20r (EXP (TT+AW)
1 -EXp ( TT ) +EXp ( -TT-Ai.J) -EXp ( -TT) ) +Ar',1* sp2T 1 !{* EA!{

c coMPUTE P20xx2, EQUATI0N (T-20)
c

AS=T 1 *SP 2T 1W- (T2-T1 ) *SP20
BS=M* (-w*P 1T1 W-(T2-T1 ) * ( P1 T1 -P 1T 1W) )
P202= BS/ AS
IF (P202.LT.0.0) c0 T0 1

P22=SQRT (P202)
c
c coMpuTE THRESHOLD Sp, EQUATION (T-17)
c

SP=T1xP22.
P20=5P20*P22
P2T1W=P20-M* (plT1-P 1T1W) /P22
AK1 =P2T1WIABS(P2T1W)IF (ABS(AK1-SP2T1W).GT.O.O1) GO TO 1

c ERROR F2 rN p2(TF), EQUATION (7-15)
C

F14=P20
F 24=M* ( P 1 T 1 -P 1 T1 W) / (P20*SP20 )+Mn ( P 1 T2-P 1 T2W ) /ABS ( P2T 1 W)
F2=F1 4-F24
I^IRTTE ( tO,3) T1,T2,SP,P10,P20,F2

3 FoRMAT ( 5X , 71 12 .7 )
1 CONTINUE

STOP
END



n PROGRA.I,T COST
u r.oC MAIN PROGRAM FOR INITIAL COSTATE TJCI

C USES APPROXIMATE LIM]TS OF T1 & T2 (FOUND BY MAG2)
C TO FIND EXACT PlO & P2O FOR THE CASE OF TWO PULSES.
C

N=0
I¡IRITE (10,9¡

9 FoRMAT (5X,?T11, T12 &T1C FoRMAT = F5.3')
c
C TlC IS THE DESIRED INITIAL INCREMENT IN T1
c

READ (10, 11) T1 1,T12,T1C
wRrTE (10,10)

10 FORMAT (5X, tT21, T22 & TzC FORMAT = F5.3')
c
C TzC IS THE DESIRED INITIAL INCREMENT IN T2

-READ(1 0, 1 1 ) T21,T22,TzC
11 FORMAT (3F5.3)

JL=IFIX(0.1E07*T21)
JH=IFIX(0.180TxT22)
JC=IFIX (0. 1E07*T2C)

5 SS0=0 .0
T20=0 .0
K=1

c
C CHANGE T2 BETWEEN LIMITS
c

D0 1 J=JL, JH, JC
T2=J *0.1E-05
CALL C0STS (T2,T i 1 ,T12,T 1C,SS, p 10 ,pz},T1 ,F2,Sp )
N=N+ 1

IF (N.EQ.1OO) GO TO 2
IF(ABS(SS).LE.O.1E-05) GO TO 2
IF (K.EQ.1) GO TO 4

C

C DETECT CHANGE OF SIGN IN SS

rF (ss0.GT.0.0.AND.SS.LT.0.0) c0 TO 3IF (SS0.LT.0.0.AND.SS.cT.0.0) c0 TO 34 SS0:SS
T20=T2
K=2

1 CONTINUE

C SET NEW NARROWER LIMITS FOR T2

3 JL=IFIX(0.1E07*T20)
JH=IFIX(0.1E07xT2)
CJC:ABS ( T2O-TZ)
J C = I FI X ( 0 . 1 E 0 6 t C J C )
GOTO5

C OPTIMAL CONTROL



¿ WRITE
WRÏTE
l.jRl TE
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SUBROUTINE COSTS
t 

'-uoC EXTERNAL FOR MAIN TNITIAL COSTATES
c

SUBRoUTINE C0STS (T2, T1 1 ,T12,T 1C, SS, p 10, p20,T 1 , F2, Sp )
REAL M

TNTEGER SP20,SP2T1W
DATA A,W,M,TF TR/-2. ,0.2r1. ,2. ,0.5/
DATA X10,S,D,Sp20,Sp2T1W/-2.0 r0. 1, 0. 2 r1,1 /

c
Tiz=A* ( TF-T2 )
TW2=TT2-A*W
AW= A*W
EAW= EXP ( AW) +EX P ( -Alrr) -2 .
XA=X 10/ (2.* A)
AM=M,/ (2*A*A)
A1 =XA* ( 1 . -EXP ( 2. *A*TF) )
RA= R/A
C1=RA* (-1 .+EXP(A*TF) )
IL=IFIX(0.1807*T11)
IH=IFIX(0.1E07*T12)
IC=IFIX ( 0. 1 E07*T1 C)

2 F20=0 .0
T1 0=0.0
K='l
D0 1I=IL,IH,IC
T1=I*0.18-05
TT1=ArÊ (TF-T1)
TW1=TT1-At¿J
B 1 =EXP ( A*TF) rÉ (SP20* ( EXP ( -TT1 )+EXP ( TT1 ) -EXP (-T!r'1 ) -EXP ( TW 1 )

1 ) +SP2T 1 !Ù* ( EXP ( -TT2 ) +EXP ( TT2 ) -EXP ( -TW2 ) -EXP ( Tl.I2 ) ) )

c CoMPUTE P10, EQUATIoN (7-14)

P 1 0=41 -81 *AM+C1
PP:P10+RA-XA
P 1T 1 = PP*EXP ( -ArÉT 1 ) -RA+XAxEXP ( A*T1 )
TT=T1+W
P 1T 1W=P P* EXP ( -ArÉTT ) - RA+XAx EX P ( A* TT ) +AM*SP 20 *EAl¿I

TT:A* (T2-T1 )
TTW= TT- AW
p 1T2= p p*EX p ( _ A*T2 ) _ RA+XA* EX p ( A*T2 ) +AMx Sp 2 0 * ( EXp ( TT )

1 -EXP ( TTl.I) +EXP (-TT) -ExP ( -TTlf) )
P 1 T2W= P P*EXP ( -A* ( T2+!J) ) - RA+XA*EXP ( Ax ( T2+W) ) +AMx SP20* ( EXP ( TT+AW)

1 -EXP ( TT ) +EX P ( - TT-AW ) - EX P ( -TT ) ) *At',1* SP 2T 1 W*E AW

C COMPUTE P?OX*2, EQUATION (7-20)
L
. AS=T1*SP2T1!iI- ( T2-T1 ) xSP20

BS=M* (-W*P 1T1 W-( T2-T1 ) * ( P1T1-P 1 T1W) )
P202=BS/AS
IF (P202.LT.0.0) G0 T0 5
P22=SQRT (P202)

c coMpuTE THRESHOLD Sp, EQUATT0N (7-17)



c
SP= T 1 *P22
P2O=SP2)*P22 141

P2TiW:P20-M* (P1T1-P 1T1W) /P22
AK1 =PZT 1WlABS ( P2T 1 W)
IF (ABS(AK1-SP2T1W).GT.O.O1) GO TO 1

c cOMpuTE ERROR F2 rN p2(TF), EQUATToN Q-15)
C

F14=P20
F24:M* ( P 1 T1 -P 1 T 1W) / ( P20*SP20 ) +M* 1 P 1 T2-P 1 T2!i') /ABS ( P2T 1 t.j )
F2=F 1 4-F24
IF (ABS(F2).LE.O.1E-4) GO TO 26
IF (K.EQ.1) GO TO 28
rF (F20.cT.0.0.AND.F2.LT.0.0) c0 T0 27
rF (F20.LT.0.0.AND.F2.cT.0.0) c0 T0 27

28 F20=F2
T1 0=T1
K=2
GOTOl

5 WRrTE( 10,50) P2o2
50 FORMAT (5X,'...WARNING...P202 = ',F10.5)1 CONTINUE

l.jRrTE (10,60) T2
60 FORMAT('N0 ZERO FOR T2 = ' ,F10.7 /)

ï2=T2+0.0 1

GOTO2
c
C SET NEW NARROWER LIMITS FOR T1

27 IL=IFIX ( 0. 1 E07*T1 0 )
IH=IFIX(0.1 807*T1 )
TTT=ABS(T1-T10)
IC=IFIX(0.1806*TTT)
GOTO2

26 SS=SP-S
!'lRITE (10,22) SS, F2

22 FORMAT (5X,'SS=r,F10.7 r5X,tF2= ',F10.7)
RETURN
END



c
U

c
c

(,

PROGRAM SOLVE

CASE OF CONTROL CONTAINING N PULSES
FIND INITIAL COSTATES BY PLOTTING CONTOURS

r ,r ')
IAL

C

c
c

IMPLTCIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DTMENST0N T( 10),p1 ( 20),p2(20),Sp2( 1

DATA A,B,G,S,X10,PM,W,R,TF/ -2.,1.,1
i,JBrTE(10,54)

54 F0RMAT (5X,'N0. 0F PULSES & SIGN OF
READ (10 ,52) N, NP1 , NP2

52 FORMAT (3I2)
l.lRrTE( 1 0, 55)

55 FoRMAT (5X,'LIMITS AND rNCR. 0N p10
READ( ,lO, 53¡ L1L, L 1H,LzL,LzH, IN1, IN2

53 F0RMAT (4r9,2r7)

XA=X 10/ (2.*A)
BM= (3*Pl4) / (2. *ArÉA)
AW= A*W
EAW=DEXP ( AW) +DEXP (-AW) -2 .

CHANGE P1O BETWEEN LIMITS

D0 20 L1=L1L,L1H,IN1
P10=NP1*L1l10000000.
PP=P10+R/A-XA

CHANGE P2O BETWEEN LIMITS

D0 20 L2=L2L ,L2H, I N2
P20=NP2xLz/ 10000000.
AP2=DABS ( P20 )
SX2D (1 ) =G/ AP2

COMPUTE T1 , EQUATI0N (7-13)

T(1)=S*SX2D(1)
SP2( 1 )=P20/ AP2
Tìd=T( 1)+W
P1 ( 1 ) =PPxDEXP(-A*T ( 1 )

o),sx2D( 10),X2(10)
.,0. 1 r-2. r1.,0. 2r0.5,2.0/

P10 AND P20; 3I2r )

& P20 (*100000.); 4f6 ,2r5 ' )

-R,/A+XA*DEXP (A*T ( 1 ) )
-RlA+XA*DEXP ( A*TW) +BM*SP2 ( 1 ) *EAW
*P'l (1)
1)*(P1(1)-P1(N+1))

c
c

(.

L
(-

P1 ( N+ 1 ) =PP*DEXP (-A*TW
P2 ( 1 ) =P20-PM*B*SX2D ('l
P2 ( N+ I ) =P20-PM* B*SX2D
AA=0 .0
rF (N.EQ.1) c0 T0 3
D0'l J=2,N
AA=0.0
BB=0.0
BBW=0.0
J1=J-1
D0 2 I=1,J1
II = N+I
AA=AA+(P1 (I)-P1 (II) )*SX2D(I)



2 CONTINUE
N1=N+J-1
SP2(J)=P2(N1 )/DABS(P2(N1 ) )

1 1 SX2D(J)=cr+SP2(J) /P2(N1)

r43

c
C COMPUTE TI , 7=2,...,N, EQUATI0N (7-13)

T ( J ) =(P20*T( J- 1 )+G*S*Sp2 ( J ) -pM*B*T ( J- 1 ) iAA+W*pM*B*p 1 ( N1 )
1 iÊsx2D ( J-1 ) ) / (P20-PM*B*AA)
X2( J ) = ( T ( J )-T ( J- 1 ) ) * ( P20-PM*B*AA) /c-l{*PM*B*SX2D ( J- 1 ) *P 1 ( N 1 ) /c
SX2=X2( J ) /DABS ( x2 ( J ) )
rF ( (sx2-sp2(J) ).18.0.005) c0 T0 10
sP2(J)=SX2
c0 T0 11

10 D0 ! I=1,J1' TT=T(J)-T(I)
BB= BB+SP2 ( I ) t ( DEXP ( A*TT) -DEXP ( A* ( TT-w) ) +DEXP ( -A*TT) -

lDEXP(-A* (TT-W) ) )
BBW=BBW+SP2( I) x(DEXP(A* (TT+W) )-DEXP (A*TT)+DEXP (-R* (TT+W) )-

lDEXP (-A*TT) )
9 CONTINUE

NJ =N+J
P 1 ( J ) =PP*DEXP (-A*T ( J ) ) -RlA+XA*DEXP ( A*T ( J ) )+BM*BB
P1(NJ)=PP*DEXP(-A*(T(J)+W))-RlA+XA*DEXP(A16(T(J)+W))+BMx(BBII+SP2(J)

1 *EAW)
P2(J) =P20-PM*B* (AA+P 1 ( J ) *SX2D ( J ) )
P2 ( NJ ) = P2O-PM*Bi (AA+SX2D ( J ) * ( P 1 ( J ) -P 1 ( NJ ) ) )

1 CONTINUE
3 BBF=0.0

D0 4 I=1 ,N
TT=TF-1 ( I )
BBF=SP2(I)*(DEXP(A*TT)-DEXP(A*(TT-t^I) )+DEXP(-A*TT)-DEXP(-A*(TT-W) ) )

1 +BBF
4 CONTINUE

U.
c cOMpuTE F1, ERRoR IN p1(TF), EQUATION (7-gC)

F 1 = 
pprDEXp ( _A*TF ) _R / A+XA*DEXp ( AxTF ) +BM* BBF

t
c cOMpuTE F2, ERROR rN p2(TF), EQUATTON (7-gC)

F2=-PMtB*(AA+( (P1 (N)-P1 (2*N) )*SX2D(N) ) )+P20
PS1=SNGL(P10)
PS2=SNGL ( P20 )
FS1=SNcL(F1
FS2=SNcL ( F2
I^lRrTE(10,50 PS1,P52,FS1,FS2

C D0 J I=1,N
c TI=SNGL(T(I))
c l,IRrTE(10,51) r,Tr
C 7 CONTTNUE

50 FORMAT ( 4X, 'P'10= ' , F10 .6,2X ¡ I P20= ' , F10 .6,2X, rF1=' , F13 .5,2X,tF2=l
1,Fl3.5)

51 FORMAT (5X,'T(',I1,r)=',F10.6)

20 CONT]NUE
STOP
END



^ PROGRAM SOLVI
U

C TO OBTAIN THE OPTIMAL CONTROL SEQUENCE ]44
C BY LOCATING THE EXACT ZERO FINAL COSTATES
C USTNG AN ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE.
c

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DTMENST0N T( 10),p1 (20),p2(20),sp2( 1 0),sx2D( 10),x2( 10)
DATA A, B, G,S, X'l 0, pM,H, R,'lF / -2., 1 ., 1 .,0. 1, -2., 1 .0, O. 2, O. 5, 2.0 /
t^tRITE(10,54)

54 FORMAT ( 5X, 'N0. 0F PULSES; Izt )
READ( 1 0,52) N

52 FORMAT (T2)
l^IRrTE(10,55)

55 FORMAT (5X, 'P10 AND P20; 2F8.6')
READ(10,53) P10,P2o

53 FORMAT ( 2FB .6 )
0F1=0.0
0F2:0.0
i.IRrrE( 1 0,56 )

56 F0RMAT ( 5X, 'STEP SIZES F0R C0NVERGENCE; 2F8.6 ' )READ(10,53) E1,E2
I.JRITE (10,577

57 ,FORMAT (5X,'ALLOWABLE TOLERANCES IN F1 & F2; 2F8.6')
READ( 1 0,53¡ EF1 ,EF2

c
XA=X 10 / (2.x A)
BM= ( BxPM) / (2. *AnA)
AW=AxW
EAW= DEXP ( A!,I) +DEXP ( -AW) - 2 .

6 PP=P 10+R,/A-XA
AP2= DABS ( P20 )
SXzD (1 ) =G / AP2

c CoMPUTE T1, EQUATT0N (7-13)

T(1)=S*SX2D(1)
SP2 ( l) =P20/ AP2
TW=T( 1)+W
P1 ( 1 )=PP*DEXP(-A*T( 1 ) )-RlA+XAxDEXP(A*T( 1 ) )
P1 (N+1 ) =PP*DEXP(-A*TW)-R,/A+XA*DEXP (AxTW)+BM*SP2( 1 ) *EAW
P2(1 )=P20-PM*BxSX2D( 1 ) *P1 ( 1 )
P2(N+1 )=P20-PM*B*SX2D( 1 )r(P1 (1 )-P1 (N+1 ) )
AA=0.0
IF (N.EQ.1) G0 To 3
D0 1 J=2,N
AA=0 .0
BB=Q'Q
BBW=0.0
J1=J-1
D0 2 I=1,J1
II=N+I
AA=AA+(P1 (I)-P1 (II) )*SX2D(I)

2 CONTINUE



N1:N+J-1
SP2( J)=P2(N1 )/DABS(p2(N1 ) )
SX2D( J ) =G*SP2( J ) /p2( N1 )

COMPUTE TI, 1=2t...,N, EQUATION (Z-13)

145

T( J ) =(P20*T( J- 1 )+G*s*sp2 ( J ) -pM*B*T ( J- 1 ) *AA+wfpM*B*p 1 ( N 1 )1*SX2D( J- 1 ) ) / (P2O-PM*B*AA)
x2( J ) = ( T ( J ) -T ( J- 1 ) ) * ( P2o-pMtB*AA) /c-i,I*pM*B*sx2D ( J- 1 ) *p 1 ( N 1 ) /cSX2=X2 ( J ) /DABS ( X2 ( J) )rF ((sx2-sp2(J)).18.0.005) co ro 1o
SP2(J)=SX2
G0 T0 11
D0 9 I=1,J1
TT=T(J)-T(I)
BB=BB+SP2 (I) * ( nnXP (A*TT) -DEXP ( A* ( TT-1¿)

lDEXP(-R* (TT-W) ) )
)+DEXP(-AtTT)-

BBI,J= BB!ù+SP2 ( I ) * ( DEXP ( Ax ( TT+Ví ) ) -O EXp ( A* TT ) +DEX p ( - ArÉ ( TT+W ) ) _lDEXP (-¡,XTT) )
CONTT NUE
NJ = N+J
P 1 ( J ) =PP*DEXP (-A*T ( J ) )-R/A+XA*DEXp ( ArÊT ( J ) )+BMxBB
P1 ( NJ ) = PP*DEXP ( -A* (T ( J ) +W) )-RlA+XA*DEXP ( Ai ( T (.I iiW) )+BU* ( BBW+SP2 ( J.

1 *EAW )
P2( J ) =P20-PM*B* (AA+P 1 ( J ) *SX2D ( J ) )
P2 ( NJ ) =P20-PMtB* (AA+SX2D ( J ) * ( p 1 ( J )-p 1 ( NJ ) ) )
CONTI NUE
BBF=0.0
D0 4 I='l ,f,f
TT=TF-T(I)
BBF:SP2( I ) *(DEXP(A*TT)-DEXP(A* (TT-vJ) )+DEXp (-A*TT)-DEXp(_A* (TT_ill) ):1+BBF
CONTT NUE

COMPUTE F1, ERROR IN P1(TF), EQUATION (7-BC)

F 1 = P P*DEXP ( -AxTF) - R/A+XAx DEX P ( A*TF ) +BM* BBF

COMPUTE F2, ERROR IN P2(TF), EQUATION (7-9C)

F2=P20-PM*B*(AA+( (P1 (N)-P1 (2*N) )*SX2D(N) ) )
IF(DABS(F1 ) .LE.EF1.AND.DABS(F2) .LE.EF2) GO TO 5rF (0F1.8Q.0.0) co To 31IF ( (DABS(OF1 )-DABS(F1 ) ).GT. O. O) GO TO 3O
E1=-E1

30 rF ( (DABS(0F2)-DABS(F2) ).cE.0.0) co ro 31F2--F)
31 0F1=F1

0F2=F2
B !'IRrTE(10,50) P10,P20,F1,F2

COMPUTE NEW P1O & P2O

P10=P10+E1*F1

11

10

9

1

3

U

C

(.

L
L



P20=P20+82*F2
GOTO6

c
C OUTPUT RESULTS
c

5 WRITE(10,50) P10,P20,F1,F2
D0 / I=1,N
TI=SNGL(T(I) )

. WRITE(10,51) I,TI
7 CONTINUE

50 FORMAT (4X, tP10=',F10.6 r2X,tP20=',F10 .6rzx,'F1=',F10 .6,2X,
1tF2= ',F10.6)

51 FORMAT (5X,'T(',I1,r)=t,F10.6)
20 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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